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ABSTRACT

The development of electronic devices has demonstrated amazing capabilities since the

introduction of the transistor device. Humanity is more than ever, virtually connected.

Information is at the grasp of most current human beings, thanks to the expansion and im-

provement of integrated circuits. The construction of an integrated circuit usually follows

an iterative design flow, and research on this topic is crucial to keep this technology natu-

rally undergoing progress. Although, the implementation of emerging technologies such

as artificial intelligence and even the recess that Moore’s Law faces are obstacles that re-

searchers face and attempt to overcome by finding suitable solutions to such present prob-

lems composing in current technologies. Even though the concept and experimental im-

plementation of artificially intelligent devices is a long craving wish among researchers,

it is only in the present days that its actual usage in the real world is happening. The

development of integrated circuits jointly with the introduction of big data and internet of

things (IoT) allows for a plausible common ground for the employment of artificially in-

telligent devices in current commodities. Nonetheless, the research and study on the area

also sustain an increase in attention by researchers to achieve better, faster, and less power

consuming technologies. On the other hand, neural networks (NNs) specifically tend to be

extensively power and area consuming. Companies work around it by using data centers

and provide inference for their users. But even still, optimizations seeking more com-

pact or even less power consuming neural networks should be pursued. Integrated circuit

designers face a considerable challenge when attempting to implement hardware with a

certain limited budget, like smartphones or IoT devices, that can process current neural

networks. This work focuses on optimizing circuits representing neural networks in the

form of AND-inverter graphs (AIGs). The optimization is done by analyzing the training

set of the neural network to find constant bit values among the AIG nodes. The con-

stant values are then propagated through the AIG, which results in removing unnecessary

nodes. Furthermore, a trade-off between neural network accuracy and its reduction due

to constant propagation is investigated by replacing with constants those nodes that are

likely to be zero or one. The experimental results show a significant reduction in circuit

size with negligible loss in accuracy. For example, for a neural network, we were able

to reduce its size to 63.3% and its depth to 82.0% from their original values with no re-

duction in accuracy, or even 59.1% in size and 77.9% in depth from original values while

loosing only 1% in accuracy.
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Otimização Booliana de Circuitos de Redes Neurais Usando Probabilidade de

Sinais e Computação Aproximada Através da Propagação de Constantes

RESUMO

O desenvolvimento de dispositivos eletrônicos tem demonstrado capacidades surpreen-

dentes desde a introdução do dispositivo transistor. A humanidade está mais do que

nunca virtualmente conectada, a informação está ao alcance da maioria dos seres hu-

manos atuais graças a expansão e melhorias de circuitos integrados. A construção de

um circuito integrado geralmente segue um projeto iterativo e pesquisas neste tópico são

cruciais para mantê-la naturalmente progredindo. No entanto, a implementação de tecno-

logias emergentes como inteligência artificial e até o recesso que a Lei de Moore enfrenta

são obstáculos que pesquisadores enfrentam e tentam superar através da procura soluções

aplicáveis para estes problemas atuais. Por mais que o conceito e a implementação de

dispositivos compostos de inteligência é um desejo almejado por pesquisadores a muito

tempo, somente nos dia atuais que sua utilização está realmente acontecendo no mundo

atual. O desenvolvimento de dispositivos eletrônicos juntamente com a introdução de big

data e da internet das coisas (IoT) proporcionam um ambiente saudável para a concepção

de dispositivos compostos de inteligencia artificial em commodities atuais. Não obstante o

estudo e pesquisa na área recebe um aumento na atenção dada por pesquisadores para atin-

gir tecnologias melhores, mais rápidas e que consomem meno energia. No entanto, redes

neurais especificamente tendem a consumir muita energia e exigir muita área de imple-

mentação, companhias industriais improvisam soluções utilizando data centers para pro-

videnciar a capacidade de inferência para seus usuários. Mesmo assim, otimizações que

buscam redes neurais mais compactas ou que utilizem menos energia devem ser almeja-

das. Projetistas de circuitos integrados enfrentam um gigantesco desafio enquanto tentam

implementar um hardware com orçamento limitado, como smartphones ou dispositivos

IoT que são capazes de processar redes neurais atuais. Este trabalho foca na otimização

de circuitos que representam redes neurais na forma de grafos AND-inversores (AIG). A

otimização é feita analisando o conjunto de treinamento da rede neural para encontrar bits

constantes nos nodos do AIG. Os valores constantes são então propagados pelo AIG, no

qual resulta em remover nodos desnecessários. Além disso, o comprometimento entre a

precisão da redes neurais e a sua redução é investigado devido a propagação de constantes

através da reposição de nodos que tendem a serem constantes zero ou um. Os resultados



experimentais mostram uma significante redução em tamanho e profundidade do circuito

com uma perda insignificante de precisão. Por exemplo nós conseguimos reduzir uma

rede neural em tamanho para 63.3% e profundidade para 82.0% dos seus valores origi-

nais sem nenhuma perda de precisão, ou até 59.1% de tamanho e 77.9% de profundidade

dos valores originais enquanto a rede perdeu somente 1% de precisão.

Palavras-chave: EDA, grafo AND-inversor, redes neurais, computação aproximada, oti-

mização booleana.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the study behind the capability that an entity has to

understand and solve problems in the real world. Its objective is to perceive its environ-

ment and react upon it, usually learning about the environment in an attempt to maximize

its chances of achieving a goal (RUSSELL; NORVIG, 2016). Neural networks (NNs)

present themselves as an AI entity, which are non-linear mathematical models inspired by

biological neural networks (NIELSEN, 2015; HAYKIN, 1994). This technology is capa-

ble of receiving information, processing this information, and giving a response as output.

Neural Networks are usually used to recognize patterns and also on classification prob-

lems. Classification by image recognition has shown itself a problem that NNs excel at

solving, sometimes even surpassing human capabilities (RUSSAKOVSKY et al., 2015;

GYSEL, 2016). Although this high expertise in solving problems comes with the cost

of high demand for computational capacity and effectiveness (XU et al., 2018; MISRA;

SAHA, 2010). The emerging of internet of things (IoT) devices and smartphones are

leveraging the demand for AI inferences in everyday life.

A NN is an interconnected group of neurons, inspired by the structure of a living

being’s brain. Each neuron inside a NN may form one or multiple weighted synapses, and

the neurons are grouped in layers. The first layer being the input layer, followed by an

arbitrary number of hidden layers and an output layer that gives the NN’s solution to the

presented input. NN implementations go through a training phase that covers thousands

of examples to learn from. Each iteration of the learning phase processes instances of the

training set and refines the NN parameters with a backpropagation process based on the

stimulation presented by the training set, responsible for finding intricate structures in the

training set. The same set of data is processed multiple times as the network is continually

refined. The type in which the learning occurs is defined by how the NN’s parameters

adjust during the learning stage. The idea is to search for a good possible solution by

iteratively modifying the NN’s parameters, usually a gradient descent approach is used

to search for a local minimum about the NN’s loss function (HAYKIN, 1994; NIELSEN,

2015; BISHOP et al., 1995).
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1.1 Problem Definition

NNs are mostly implemented as software (WEI et al., 2018; BAI et al., 2018;

ZHANG et al., 2018; HU; SHEN; SUN, 2018). Specifically, NNs presented in the Im-

ageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) challenge have shown an

amazing development of knowledge to infer on images. Although this inference capa-

bility is software-based and comes with a high processing requirement, in some of the

challenges processing budgets are imposed, making a closer correlation with the require-

ments for the implementation and usage of NNs as hardware (RUSSAKOVSKY et al.,

2015). That much improvement on the NN’s capabilities also comes with the price of

high processing and power consumption demand. Even though there are cloud-based

servers that offer NN’s inference online and companies make use of them to perform the

highly demanded inference and training processes needed for their AI-based commodities

(LECUN, 2019). So many requirements delay the implementation of NNs as hardware,

for example, their implementation in mobile systems, since an excessive amount of com-

ponents and energy power is required, which are not available. Nonetheless, the device’s

edge inference capabilities should reduce the processing and power requirements to exe-

cute and employ NNs on present mobile and IoT devices, which have low computational

capabilities and require low power consumption. Research on this topic is required, so

this may be possible.

Neuromorphic hardware already implemented vary from analog, digital and opti-

cal signal types (XU et al., 2018; CALVERT; MARINOV, 2000; HAMERLY et al., 2019)

and platforms such as FPGAs, GPUs and ASIC (LECUN, 2019; NIELSEN, 2015; XU

et al., 2018). All of them have a different set of flaws (like accuracy loss, large space,

and power usage or low processing speed) and delays their commercial practice (MISRA;

SAHA, 2010; XU et al., 2018). As shown by (XU et al., 2018), there is a gap between the

required processing power by NNs implemented as software in academia and the devel-

opment of hardware to process such NNs, which lags in processing capability compared

to the NNs implemented in software. Also, EDA tools have a hard time to develop an

efficient synthesis for NNs. Neuromorphic hardware requires a large silicon area due to a

large number of logic gates and a high number of connections between layers, which in-

troduces routing congestion (ARDAKANI et al., 2017). This is why NNs are still lagging

on market nodes such as smartphones, IoT devices, and edge devices. NNs are already

being used by researchers to execute logic synthesis (HAASWIJK et al., 2018). However,
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it is yet to be discovered how to efficiently reproduce logic synthesis steps to design an

NN circuit (HE; SUN, 2015; QIU et al., 2016; ARDAKANI et al., 2017).

In the work presented herein, we propose four different variants to reduce the size

and depth of NNs when represented in a boolean format, more precisely NNs represented

with the AND-inverter graph (AIG) data structure. During the project execution of an

integrated circuit, its project goes through iterative processes, and the AIG data struc-

ture is actively used in logic synthesis stages such as technology mapping and indepen-

dent technology optimizations (CHANDRASEKHARAN et al., 2016; MISHCHENKO;

CHATTERJEE; BRAYTON, 2006; WANG et al., 2017).To expose the unusual number

of building blocks required by NNs, we can see that, for example, the NN reported by

(COATES et al., 2013) had around 1 million neurons and 10 billion synaptic weights. The

number of multiply accumulate (MAC) units required to implement an NN in hardware

does not reflect the size in which researchers are used to working with to build electronic

devices. For example, in the IWLS’19 contest, its largest AIG had almost 1.8 million

AND nodes. We would require various amounts of AND nodes to represent each MAC

for the NN design. The machine learning models represented in AIG used in our work

range from 45 to 80 million AND nodes, at least 25 times larger than the largest AIG in

the IWLS’19 contest (International Workshop on Logic and Synthesis, 2019). Without

saying that the NNs used in this work has only 333 thousand parameters (the trainable

components of a NN are usually known as parameters such as the weight and bias, while

the non-trainable components are called hyperparameters such as the number of hidden

layers in the NN), in comparison to the winner of ILSVRC ImageNet 2016 contest the

ResNet which had 60 million parameters (HE et al., 2016). This exposes the challenge

it is to have a boolean representation for NNs with the current knowledge on the field.

The NNs used in the present work show themselves with enormous sizes when passed to

the AIG format, being not even close to what the logic synthesis research community are

used to work with.

1.2 Proposal and Contributions

To improve the design of hardware for NNs, we work on its boolean represen-

tation and adopt an approximate computing strategy. We insert small acceptable er-

rors to decrease the project’s cost. This is a common approach to the design of arith-

metic, energy-efficient, or quality configurable circuits (HAN; ORSHANSKY, 2013;
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WU; QIAN, 2016; YAO et al., 2017; VENKATARAMANI; ROY; RAGHUNATHAN,

2013; CHANDRASEKHARAN et al., 2016; WANG et al., 2017). In our work, we use

the training set to extract the probabilities of all the nodes in the circuit. We might then

consider signals with high probability values to be constants, which allows us to apply

simplifications on the circuit. This process is done on already trained NN circuits repre-

sented as AIGs.

We propose an analysis to evaluate the behavior of the NN when its size is reduced

based on constant and nearly constant signal propagation. The simplification under con-

stants is a technique already known (MICHELI, 1994), although not every circumstance

allows its use as the circuit’s input set is not always known. Also, the problem’s complex-

ity grows exponentially with the circuit’s input size. NNs are good candidates to make use

of such technique because the training set exposes a considerable amount of its possible

input vectors.

Altogether four different ways are presented to define which nodes will be es-

tablished as constants. Furthermore, we propose two different metrics to compare the

trade-off in accuracy loss versus size and depth among the methods proposed. Our con-

tributions are listed as follows.

• We implement a probability calculation of signals in an NN represented as a circuit

in its AIG format by simulation and directed by the NN’s training dataset.

• We define nodes to be set as constants based on the nodes’ probabilities in which

surpass a certain threshold. The AIG may be simplified after the definitions of such

constants.

• We propose four different manners to define a node’s threshold probability, the idea

behind them is to search for the unimportant nodes and set them as constants while

leaving the important ones untouched.

1. At first, a fresh approach where only the AIG’s primary inputs may be turned

as constants is proposed. Even a naive concept such as this one, can consider-

ably simplify the NN’s size and depth. This method was previously published

in (BERNDT et al., 2019).

2. A second approach is proposed where we may turn into constants any node of

the AIG with a fixed threshold probability value. In this method, the threshold

is fixed, meaning its the same for all nodes in the AIG.

3. A third and fourth method is presented in which variable thresholds are used,
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meaning that the nodes in the AIG have different thresholds. These thresholds

are calculated based on the node’s characteristics, such as its logic depth (LD)

or the amount of nodes present in an equal logic depth.

We apply our simplification methods on two NNs and a Random Decision Forest

(RDF) model, the RDF model is used mainly to show that our approach is not structurally

constrained. The four methods proposed presented different behavior on each of the ma-

chine learning models. Some analyses are made at the last chapter of the present work to

expose the worthwhile trade-off from accuracy loss versus size and depth reduction, by

making a comparison among the methods concerning the utilized experimental models.

We were able to achieve a reduction of 18% in depth and 27% in size with no reduction

in accuracy for a NN model and 22.1% reduction in depth and 40.9% in size with the cost

of only 1% reduction in accuracy for the same NN, for example.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. The next Chapter 2 presents

some background and preliminary information on subjects that are essential for the proper

understanding of the contributions of this work, such as details about a NN design, AIG

simplification particularities and the conversion of a NN to a boolean representation.

Chapter 3 discusses the experimental machine learning models used to evaluate our con-

tributions and present our contributions based on optimization for NNs in an AIG repre-

sentation. Afterward, Chapter 4 presents the results achieved with experiments realized

on top of the machine learning models with the usage of the proposed methods. Analyses

are made for the performance achieved with each different method and each type of ma-

chine learning model with the results presented by the experiments realized. We attempt

to analyze what is the trade-off for size and depth reduction versus accuracy loss for each

situation. In Chapter 5, a conclusion is presented enclosing the work presented herein.
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2 BACKGROUND

This chapter describes the necessary background on topics that are fundamental to

perceive and understand the work presented herein properly. We begin by explaining the

data structure used for the reduction of NN circuits in their logical representation. Next,

we briefly expose the idea behind the probability of elements in a circuit. Afterward,

we explain how the reduction of logic circuits is made with the presence of constant

variables. Afterward, it is discussed about the structure and learning process of a NN.

Next, we present an overview of the bibliography concerning the implementation and

optimizations of neuromorphic hardware. In the last section of this chapter, we present

the issues and requirements for the implementation of a boolean representation of a NN.

2.1 Logic Circuits

The manufacture and design of integrated chips are based on iteratively compiling,

optimizing, and verifying the hardware description language of a circuit to achieve its

physical representation layout. These processes are usually summarized in a design flow,

in which chip designers follow to coordinate the synthesis of an error-free integrated chip.

A general design flow is divided into categories: high-level synthesis, logic synthesis,

physical synthesis, and verification (WESTE; HARRIS, 2015; MATOS; CARRABINA;

REIS, 2018; POSSANI et al., 2018).

When progressing along with the design flow, there are intermediate steps to

follow, such as the logical synthesis step that is responsible for making technology-

independent optimizations and technology mapping. Following logic synthesis, it is per-

formed the physical synthesis step, which is responsible for placing and routing of logic

gates. It is required that the circuit’s specification is already mapped with respect to a

library of cells. The library specifies the logic and electric characteristics for each type of

logic gates. A good mapping algorithm is one able to find a combination of logic gates

that can precisely represent the circuit’s logic with the least amount of area, power dissi-

pation, and delay as possible, these may vary depending on the synthesis objectives. The

verification steps are the ones responsible for estimating such metrics and analyzing the

quality of the synthesized circuit along each step of the design flow, including the logic

synthesis steps. To find a good combination of logic gates available in a library is a non-

deterministic problem since there may be different combinations of logic gates that can
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map into the same boolean logic (MATOS; CARRABINA; REIS, 2018; MISHCHENKO

et al., 2015).

Another process executed during logic synthesis is the one called technology-

independent optimization, or multi-level logic optimization as its also called, in which

optimizations are applied before technology mapping attempting to reduce the size and

depth of the structure representing the circuit while maintaining its logic function, re-

gardless of technology mapping and physical characteristics (BRAYTON et al., 1987;

MISHCHENKO; CHATTERJEE; BRAYTON, 2006; YU; CIESIELSKI; MISHCHENKO,

2018; POSSANI et al., 2018). The reduction in size and depth of the logic representa-

tion of a circuit is proven to be correlated with the circuit’s area and delay, respectively

(BRAYTON; HACHTEL; SANGIOVANNI-VINCENTELLI, 1990; MICHELI, 1994).

More precisely, for the AIG data structure that is used in this work, the size is determined

by the number of nodes in the AIG, and its depth is determined by the number of nodes

in the longest path going from a primary input to a primary output. The technology-

independent optimization steps usually takes a considerable amount of time to execute

and are of great importance, since the logic representation synthesized during logic syn-

thesis will have a direct impact on the Quality of Result in later steps of the design flow,

like technology mapping (CHATTERJEE et al., 2006; LIU; ZHANG, 2017) and also in

placing and routing steps (WANG; CHANG; CHENG, 2009).

2.1.1 Data Structures to Represent Logic Circuits

In this subsection, we briefly present some of the data structures used to represent

logic circuits. A circuit may be structured as a boolean function, and there are some

different data structures able to depict such functions.

2.1.1.1 Binary Decision Diagram

There are several types of data structures that represent logic circuits used during

logic synthesis steps. For example, the binary decision diagram (BDD) is a rooted Di-

rected Acyclic Graph (DAG); in other words, it is a directed graph without the presence

of cycle paths within it. It represents a set of binary decisions converging in a final de-

cision that may be true or false. These decisions would be represented by the graph’s

vertices and the edges the path to follow after a decision is made. In (BRYANT, 1986) it
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was introduced the ability to make canonical representations with BDDs. However, this

data structure grows exponentially in size with relation to the number of variables, being

an impractical approach a lot of the times (MICHELI, 1994; WANG; CHANG; CHENG,

2009).

2.1.1.2 Boolean Networks

A boolean network is also a DAG structure able to represent multi-level logic cir-

cuits, although its vertices are not decisional ones, they represent the circuit’s logic itself.

A boolean network is composed of three types of vertices (also called nodes): primary

inputs (PIs), which have no incoming edges, primary outputs (POs) which have no outgo-

ing edges and internal nodes which compose the circuit’s internal structure. Each internal

node may also be considered an intermediate or local function, which is associated with

a circuit’s segment (MATOS; CARRABINA; REIS, 2018; MICHELI, 1994). Next, we

shall briefly expose some examples of boolean networks. The last is the AIG data struc-

ture in which we make use of and explain in deeper detail.

2.1.1.3 Sum-of-Products

The sum-of-products (SOP) is a form of boolean formula, also known as disjunc-

tive normal form, composed of disjunctions (sums) of conjunctions (products) of literals.

In (BRAYTON et al., 1987), SOPs are used to make an area estimation of the circuit’s

representation, in (BARTLETT et al., 1987) SOPs are not only used to estimate area but

also to apply logic manipulations. Even though any boolean formula may be represented

in the SOP format, its representation is not canonical and heterogeneous, reducing its

practical use in logic synthesis.

2.1.1.4 AND-Inverter Graph

On the other hand, a homogeneous representation of logic circuits is more attrac-

tive, since it makes for easier manipulation of internal nodes. Homogeneous boolean net-

works examples of data structures would be: AND-inverter graphs, XOR-AND-inverter

graphs (XAIG) or even majority-inverter graphs (MIG). These data structures can repro-

duce any possible logic under their primitive operations (MATOS; CARRABINA; REIS,

2018; Soeken et al., 2016). The XAIG would be an extension to the AIG structure with

the possible usage of XOR nodes, in the work (Háleček; Fišer; Schmidt, 2017) the XAIG
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structure shows some improvements on synthesis concerning area and delay with some

benchmark circuits, although with inferior results for other circuits when compared to the

AIG structure. In the work (Amarú; Gaillardon; De Micheli, 2016) the MIG structure was

introduced, where it achieved some minor, but still relevant, reductions in delay, area and

power with experimental results when compared to the conventional AIG structure. In the

present work, we make use of the AIG data structure and it shall be further explained.

The usage of AND-inverter graphs for logic synthesis dates back to the ’60s, with

the works (HELLERMAN, 1963; DARRINGER et al., 1981), even though the community

still acclaims the AIG data structure and its variants to its usage in technology mapping

and multi-level logic optimizations. An AND-inverter graph is a directed acyclic graph

composed of primary inputs, primary outputs, and two-input AND nodes. All internal

nodes in an AIG are AND nodes with exactly two fanin inputs and an arbitrary number

of fanout outputs. Any AND node may be established as a PO. Direct or negated edges

connect the nodes. Continuous lines represent a direct edge, while dotted lines represent

the negated ones (YU; CIESIELSKI; MISHCHENKO, 2018; MISHCHENKO; CHAT-

TERJEE; BRAYTON, 2006).

Figure 2.1: XOR in AIG representation.

Source: The Author.

Figure 2.1 shows an AIG representation of a three-input XOR logic function, com-

posed of six AND nodes in white, three PI nodes in green and one PO node in blue. Since

an AIG is built with AND and NOTs (negated edges), they can represent any logic circuit.

During the execution of the Design Flow, the logic synthesis stage consists of convert-

ing a high-level description of a design into an optimized gate-level representation. The

AIG data structure is broadly used in such steps, mainly to apply technology-independent
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optimizations and technology mapping on circuits (YU; CIESIELSKI; MISHCHENKO,

2018; MISHCHENKO; CHATTERJEE; BRAYTON, 2006). The ABC academic logic

synthesis CAD tool that offers a diversified range of operations able to optimize an AIG

representation of a circuit or even execute a technology mapping if a library is provided

(Berkeley Logic Synthesis and Verification Group, 2019).

The main advantages of the AIG structure would be: (1) its homogeneous charac-

teristic, meaning that it is easier for logic manipulations. (2) its structure is easily com-

pressed, the AIGER format may be used to do so, where a binary compression is applied

to the AIG description, taking less memory to store the AIG (BIERE, 2007) such repre-

sentation is used on the proposed work. And (3) the number of nodes and the logic depth

in an AIG is correlated with the final circuit’s area and delay respectively (BRAYTON;

HACHTEL; SANGIOVANNI-VINCENTELLI, 1990; MICHELI, 1994). In this work,

we make use of the AIG data structure to implement and experiment on our proposed

methods to apply technology-independent optimizations oriented for NNs.

2.1.2 Nodes Probabilities

In this session, we describe a known topic, which is the probability of nodes in an

AIG. Such an idea of defining probabilities for a circuit’s components is commonly used

on the logic gate level of abstraction to estimate static power dissipation, reliability, and

aging metrics of a circuit (FRANCO et al., 2008; FLAQUER et al., 2010). A signal refers

to the binary information that is being passed through a node or nodes in an AIG. The

probability of a boolean node is the likelihood that this node will have certain boolean

value when the circuit is operating, and signals are passing through it. A boolean variable

or node has only two possible values, for example a boolean variable f = {true, false}

or even {1,0}. If for example, we had the XOR AIG from Figure 2.1 on an operating

circuit and we were able to count each time the node f was set to true, we could divide

this counter by the total number of times an input vector of signals was applied to the

circuit. We would have the signal probability for such AND node to be true, denoted by

P (f = 1). Equation 2.1 demonstrates the function to calculate the probability of node f

to be true and Equation 2.2 demonstrates this nodes probability of to be false, denoted by
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P (f = 0).

P (f = 1) =
Number of Operations f = true

Total Operations
(2.1)

P (f = 0) =
Number of Operations f = false

Total Operations
(2.2)

On real-world verification of circuits, the designers almost in every situation can’t

apply the process just explained of simulating the circuit for known combinations of input

vectors. Then, a naive way to calculate the probabilities in a circuit is to process all

the possible combinations of input vectors for such a circuit. Although this approach is

limited, since its complexity grows exponentially for the number of primary inputs, being

viable only with tiny circuits. This is true not only for AIGs but also for any other way to

represent and simulate a circuit.

As all the possibles outcomes of a signal are only two possible values, we may

state equations 2.3 and 2.4 complement each other, meaning that if the probability of a

node being true is known its probability of being false may also be calculated and vice

versa.

P (f = 1) = 1− P (f = 0) (2.3)

P (f = 0) = 1− P (f = 1) (2.4)

Such a task of calculating the probability of all nodes in a logic circuit or even

in an AIG representation is not trivial. It is yet to be discovered an algorithm that can

calculate the exact value of signal probabilities in a logic circuit, so far heuristics have

been used to do so (FLAQUER et al., 2010; ANGLADA et al., 2016). On the other hand,

with the fact that a training dataset supplements a NN trained with supervised learning,

it may be used to calculate the probability of internal nodes in an AIG that implements a

NN. When we calculate the probability of nodes, we would like to take into consideration

all possible input vectors. On the other hand, if we use the NN’s training set, we are not

calculating such probability based on the whole set of possible combinations of inputs.

However, a calculation based on the behavior denoted by the training set, which usually

has a large number of items. In other words, the training set allows the nodes probabilities

calculation based on the input pattern behavior of the problem to be classified or solved
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by the NN.

2.1.3 AIG Simplification Under Constants

In this section, we shall demonstrate how a circuit in an AIG format has some of its

nodes removed when constant variables are present. A variable that is a constant may be a

constant-1 or 0. It is a node present in the AIG in which its value never changes, regardless

of the input vector that is being applied on the AIG. There is no possible combination of

inputs that may flip a constant.

If we assume that the XOR’s PI node b from Figure 2.1 is a constant-1, then we

would be able to propagate this signal along the XOR in AIG format. Figure 2.2a shows

the constant propagation process. Notice that PI b was set as 0, while the other PIs remain

the same variables. Then the constant is propagated along the graph. This may be done

with a depth first search starting from the AIG’s POs. Any node that a constant reaches

will also be a constant, except when a constant-1 reaches a node jointly with a non-

constant. In this case, the constant ceases to exist. In Figure 2.2a, it can be seen that

after propagation the constant on node b ended up removing three nodes and in node f

(referencing Figure 2.1) the constant met the non-constant propagated as a and ceased to

exist.

Figure 2.2: Constant propagation procedure and resulting AIG

(a) Original AIG. (b) Reduced AIG.

Source: The Author.

Since all nodes in an AIG are two-input AND nodes, we may make some as-
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sumptions based on the logic AND behavior in the presence of a constant variable. Table

2.1 shows the truth table of an AND logic with the variable b as a constant-0 and as a

constant-1. Notice that when the PI b is set to 0, this AND node fanout will always be

0, and when the PI b is set to 1, its fanout will always replicate the other non-constant

fanin. In both cases, a node representing this AND logic with a constant as input may

be removed. Applying this simplification to the XOR in Figure 2.2a supposing PI b is a

constant-0, we get as a result from the AIG in Figure 2.2b, which has fewer nodes than

the original AIG.

Table 2.1: AND logic under constants.
constant-0 constant-1

a b a AND b a b a AND b
0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1

Source: The Author

2.1.4 Structural Hashing

When the propagation of constants simplifies an AIG, several re-connections are

made in the AIG. For example, the AIG in Figure 2.2 had a replacement of the fanin for

the two white nodes that remained after simplification. The replacement was the PI a.

But let us assume that the resulting AIG after simplification was the one from Figure 2.3a

with some polarity connections modified, notice that in this case, both white AND nodes

have exactly the same pair of fanins: (! a ∗ c). These two nodes are redundant. One node

is sufficient to represent this intermediate logic inside the AIG. The structural hashing

technique is used to resolve such a problem. It consists of using a hash table to store each

node’s fanin information. The key value for the hash is the combination of the node’s

fanin pair. For each re-connection done during simplification, a new key is generated for

the reconnected node, and a lookup is realized in the hash table to check if the new key

is already present in an existing hash instance. If it is, a new fanout connection on the

existing node is added, while the redundant node generated is disregarded. If otherwise,

the new key is not found, the key value of the node that was reconnected must be updated

in the hash table. Figure 2.3b presents the case where one of the repeated white nodes

was found in the hash table and added as a fanout on the located node.

Notice in the resulting AIG from Figure 2.3b that the output node ends up having
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Figure 2.3: Structural hashing usage on example AIG.

(a) Original AIG. (b) Reduced AIG - dupli-
cated nodes in the AIG.

(c) Reduced AIG - node with
repeated fain.

Source: The Author.

the same nodes in its two fanins, this follows the idempotent rule of boolean algebra,

meaning that for an arbitrary boolean variable we may state A ∗ A = A, or even for the

example demonstrated in Figure 2.3b: (! a ∗ c) ∗ (! a ∗ c) = (! a ∗ c). Then, following the

simplification process in the AIG, re-connections are done on the PO’s fanins and its key

value on the hash table is to be updated, although the fanins both have the same value,

this way we may remove the current PO and set the intermediate node with logic (! a ∗ c)

as the new PO, resulting in the AIG from Figure 2.3c.

The process demonstrated in Figure 2.3 presents two different situations that the

re-connections done during simplification may bring to the nodes in the simplified AIG.

They are both unnecessary for the AIG’s structural representation, increasing the logic

depth and number of nodes and they should be always treated when they occur. The ex-

periments executed in this work presented a relatively rare occurrence of such situations,

occuring in no more than 1% of the nodes for the AIGs used in this work.

2.2 Neural Networks

The study of NNs for image recognition dates back to the late 80’s (HAYKIN,

1994; BISHOP et al., 1995), although its practical usage on real world applications could

only be happening now a days in the world, with the introduction of IoT devices for

example. Aside from this influences on the research area but also the introduction of Big

Data, thanks to people that work hard to assemble and label images in a large scale is

one of the factors that allowed this technology of image recognition by NNs to grow as

much. The proper compiling of image datasets allows for an outstanding development of
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supervised training of NNs in a substantially low amount of years (GYSEL, 2016; MIT

6.S191, 2019).

Competitions and contests are a competent approach to motivate researchers into

finding better solutions for present unsolved or partially solved problems. The ImageNet

challenge ILSVRC has demonstrated great improvements in the last 10 years among the

solutions proposed by competitors (RUSSAKOVSKY et al., 2015). The introduction of

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) was a remarkable achievement, since the first time

a CNN won the competition with AlexNet (KRIZHEVSKY; SUTSKEVER; HINTON,

2012) the accuracy results presented by competitors improved significantly, to a point that

every winner since 2012 made use of CNNs, even coming to surpass human capabilities in

image recognition after further improvements with ResNet (HE et al., 2016). These NNs

are composed of millions of parameters and demand for billions of operations bringing an

extremely high demand to its hardware implementation (GYSEL, 2016; XU et al., 2018).

A great part of the development in NNs for image recognition comes with the

increment of deeper NNs, for example the ResNet comes with the cost of being composed

of 152 layers of neurons. In the NNs proposed in this work, the NNs have only 3 fully

connected layers and they already exceed at least 25 times the number of nodes than the

largest AIG presented in the IWLS contest of 2019 (International Workshop on Logic

and Synthesis, 2019). With such high requirements, optimization processes that enable a

more compact NN should enhance the capability of building neuromorphic hardware.

2.2.1 Neural Network Structure and Learning

In this section we shall briefly explain the structure and the learning process of

NNs and how they are able to learn to classify input images. In its essence a NN is nothing

more than a mathematical model composed of a network of multiple MAC operations. A

NN may be represented by an interconnected number of neurons and we shall begin by

explaining how the neuron structure work, followed by the non-linearity aspect of the NN

and also how to learning process takes place.

2.2.1.1 The Neuron

The basic building block of a NN is the neuron, inspired by the structure of a living

being’s brain. Figure 2.4 demonstrates an illustration of a model of a neuron denoted by k,
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it is composed of an arbitrary number of input signals x1, x2, ..., xm and an output yk, each

input connection (synapse) is composed of a weight value wk1, wk2, ..., wkm multiplied

by its referenced input signal x. Equation2.5 demonstrates the summation of all input

synapses for neuron k.

Figure 2.4: Model of a neuron.

Source: Adapted from (HAYKIN, 1994).

Uk =
m∑
j=1

wkjxj

= wk1x1 + wk2x2 + ...+ wkmxm

(2.5)

The neuron from Figure 2.4 also consists of an activation function denoted by φ.

There are different types of activation functions and their purpose is to convert the neu-

ron’s output to be non-linear. This limits the amplitude of its output to a finite value. The

neuron’s model is composed of a bias value, denoted by bk, it is an additional parameter

that is used to adjust each neuron’s output along with the inputs weighted sum. Thus, the

bias is a constant which helps the model in a way that it can fit best for a given type of

data. That being said, Equation2.6 presents the function for the neuron’s output value de-

noted by yk, where the bias is simply a constant added to the sum and uk is a summation.

The output of the neuron is then given by these two variables applied to the activation

function. The bias and the activation function of a neuron are used to improve the NN’s

learning capabilities and the NN’s weights are iteratively modified to find weight values

that output the proper labeling for the input images. This updating of the weights is the

learning process properly said. An important measurement for a NN is its accuracy, which

in supervised learning classification, is defined as the number of elements that the NN was
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able to correctly classify for the training set or the test set (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et

al., 1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

yk = φ(Uk + bk) (2.6)

2.2.1.2 Activation Functions

Figure 2.5 presents five different activation functions and demonstrates how each

of them modifies the neuron’s output yk with regard to a range of uk values. The purpose

of an activation function is to make the neuron’s output to be non-linear and different

activation functions present different distribution of values for certain types of data. In

the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) for example, its non-linearity lies in the fact that for

every negative Uk value it renders a yk value of 0, while for values of Uk greater or equal

to 0 the function’s output is the same. Without its non-linear aspect, the ReLu function

would be the identity function yk = uk. The addition of non-linearity to the neuron’s

function is done because real world problems are almost always non-linear. The neuron’s

activation function calculation is the last procedure done by a neuron. If the neuron is

not an output neuron, its output will be connected to the input signal of another neuron

(HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

The Sigmoid activation function used to be the most frequently used in NNs (GY-

SEL et al., 2018), but it has an issue during learning called the vanishing gradient with

regards to the loss function, which is an equation used during training to measure the

NN’s learning rate. For this reason the ReLu was introduced by (NAIR; HINTON, 2010),

which solves the vanishing gradient problem and it is present in most state-of-the-art NNs’

activation functions (GYSEL et al., 2018).

Figures 2.6a and 2.6b presents an example of classifications done by two NNs

which differ with their activation functions used in their neurons. These types of graphs

are called feature spaces. Their data points represent the input dataset and the NN would

be responsible for dividing the feature space. In the examples presented, we have a NN

with two input neurons, one represented by the vertical axis and and the other by the

horizontal axis. No matter the size of a NN, if a linear activation function is used, the

NN will only be able to linearly divide the feature space, like in Figure 2.6a, on the

other hand if a non-linear activation function is used one is able to modify the NN’s

weights and achieve a division such as in figure 2.6b. Real world problems actually
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Figure 2.5: Set of activation functions for a neuron.

Source: Adapted from (BAGCHI, 2019).

have many more inputs required, a NN model might even have millions of inputs and the

visualization of its feature space is unfeasible, although the example demonstrated should

give a better understanding on how a NN classifies the input set presented (MIT 6.S191,

2019; HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

Figure 2.6: Feature space for neural networks with different activation functions.

(a) Linear activation function. (b) Non-linear activation function.

Source: (MIT 6.S191, 2019)

2.2.1.3 Fully Connected Layer

If we stack up an arbitrary number of neurons, we would have a layer, and if we

put together an arbitrary number of layers, we would have a Neural Network. A layer
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may be an input layer, an output layer or a hidden layer. The purpose of a layer is to

extract features from the input data, a feature being a certain portion of the image in

which may be frequently found in images belonging to the same category. There are

different types of hidden layers with different approaches to extract features from input

data, sometimes by having a different type of activation function on its neurons or a

different set of connections among neurons, such as a convolutional layer, soft-max, max-

pooling, ReLu or fully connected layer. The latter being the most straight forward one

(NIELSEN, 2015; MIT 6.S191, 2019). Even though the great advancements in NNs is

due to the introduction of convolutional neural networks, for the sake of simplicity, in

the present work we shall bring our focus to fully connected layers, since our focus is

not to improve the capabilities of NNs but to reduce their complexity in their boolean

representation.

Figure 2.7 presents a feedforward NN with a fully connected hidden layer. This

NN is called feedforward because it doesn’t have any cycles, recurrent neural networks

are the ones that would have such configuration (NIELSEN, 2015). In our feedforward

example, we have only one hidden layer, and each of its neurons is connected to all

neurons in the input layer and all neurons from the output neuron. The NN presented in

Figure 2.7 has the goal of identifying handwritten digits from the images in the Modified

National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) dataset (DENG, 2012). The

NN is composed of 784 neurons in the input layer since the image area is composed of

28 ∗ 28 = 784 pixels; this way, we have one neuron for each pixel in the image. The

pixel is a grey-scale ranging from 0 to 255, 15 neurons for the fully connected layer,

and 10 neurons in the output layer, one for each labeling of the digits (NIELSEN, 2015;

HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995).

The purpose of a neuron in the hidden layer is to detect features, which are patterns

with a frequent occurrence among the input images. For example, the shape of an object

or letter. The idea is to modify the weights of the synapses during learning in such a

way that the features may be identified. Figure 2.8 presents a set of features for the digit

0. We could say, for example, that the first four neurons in the hidden layer are each

one responsible for identifying each of the four features. This is settled by applying high

weight values for the synapses that are connected to the set of input neurons that represent

the feature’s drawing (NIELSEN, 2015; HAYKIN, 1994).
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Figure 2.7: Fully connected single layer neural network for recognition of the MNIST
dataset.

Source: Adapted from (NIELSEN, 2015).

Figure 2.8: Example of a set of features for the digit 0.

Source: Adapted from (NIELSEN, 2015).

2.2.1.4 Pooling Layer

While a fully connected or a convolutional layer is used to identify features in

the input data, a pooling layer is responsible for summarizing the average presence of a

feature and the most activated presence of a feature. In other words, the pooling layer is

responsible for downsampling the present features in the input. It manipulates the features

by reducing the data dimensions by summarizing the output of batches of neurons into a

single neuron. Pooling layers are mostly seen on the final layers of a NN, but some times

may be used in between layers to streamline the computation. To mention a few types

of pooling layers that are commonly seen: max-pooling, where it retrieves the maximum

value between a batch of neurons in the previous layer. Average-pooling, which retrieves

the average values among a batch of neurons in the previous layer. And soft-max pooling

layer in which assigns decimal probabilities to each class. In other words, we would have

one neuron for each class that the NN is responsible for classifying, where each neuron

has a value range of 0.0 up to 1.0. The summation among the neurons in the soft-max

layer adds up to 1.0; this way, the soft-max outputs the probability that input has to be
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classified in each class, according to the NN.

2.2.1.5 Learning

For a NN trained with supervised learning, it needs something to learn from. Im-

age datasets are then used, and there are different datasets available online with a vast

amount of types of images such as animals, vehicles, objects and so forth. For example

the CIFAR (KRIZHEVSKY; HINTON et al., 2009), the MNIST (DENG, 2012) or even

the ImageNet (YANG et al., 2019) datasets are commonly used in researches on the topic

of NN for image recognition. This type of learning based on previously known data is

called supervised learning. It may be used on other types of datasets, aside from images,

such as sound recording, video and text speech (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995;

NIELSEN, 2015).

To measure a NN’s learning rate, a loss function is used. It is calculated after

feeding the NN with all of the input elements and iteratively modifying it to find weight

values that output the proper labeling for the inputs. This updating of the weights is the

learning properly said (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

A fully connected NN may be represented with a matrix-vector product, such as

demonstrated by Equation 2.7, the variable y represents the output vector for each of the

output neurons, x represents the input vector, W the weights matrix for all layers, b the

bias vector for each layer.

y = W · x + b (2.7)

The output vector from the NN in Figure 2.7 would be a 10-dimensional vector

y, remember that this NN classifies the MNIST dataset composed of handwritten digits

ranging from 0 to 9. And for an input image represented as a vector x the NN’s output is

given by y(x). For example, if an input image is labeled as a 5, we would want the NN’s

output to y(x) = t(x) = (0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0), the variable t being the target for the input x.

The idea is to modify the weights and bias of the NN so that its output y(x) approximates

to t(x) for the training inputs x. Equation 2.8 presents the cost function denoted by C ,

also known as loss function, which maps the error for all the neurons in the NN into a

real value. This equation is the quadratic cost function and it is also known as the mean

squared error calculated for all of the NN’s neurons (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al.,
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1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

C(W,b) =
1

2n

∑
x

||t(x)− y(x)||2 (2.8)

In Equation 2.8 the target for an input x is denoted by t(x), the actual output value

being y(x) and n the number of training inputs. Notice that the function y(x) is depen-

dent on the NN’s weights denoted by W and we wish to find a set of weight values that

approximates every input x to its target t(x) and this is achieved by minimizing the cost

function. The learning problem consists of searching for a set of weight values denoted

by W* in the cost function space that has a small cost (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al.,

1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

Figure 2.9 presents an hypothetical cost function space for a NN with only two

inputs, the weight set for each input is defined by the w0 and the w1 axis, while the

C(w0, w1) shows the cost achieved for every weight value between 0 and 1. In real-

world applications, some NN might have even millions of input neurons, and the graphical

representation of such NNs is not suitable. Also, during training, it is impractical to

compute all the possible combination of weights to find out which is the lowest cost

function possible, heuristics are then used to find an acceptably small enough cost function

to define the NN’s weights (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995; NIELSEN, 2015).

Figure 2.9: Graphical representation of the cost function of a two input neural network.

Source: Adapted from (MIT 6.S191, 2019).

The goal of the learning process is to search for the minimal cost function by mod-

ifying the weights of the NN. The gradient descent technique may be used to do so, the

gradient being the partial derivative of the loss function. The gradient is calculated itera-

tively, each time updating the NN’s weight values, to look for the nearby minimum value

in the loss function space. The process known as backpropagation is used to calculate
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the gradients of all layers in a NN, where the partial derivatives are calculated layer by

layer. The iterative calculation of the gradient descent is illustrated in Figure 2.9. It is

represented by the updating of weight values in the NN and is depicted as a few con-

nected black data points cross following a downwards path in the cost function space. An

improvement in the gradient descent technique is the stochastic gradient descent, which

increases the reach of the search space and speeds up the learning process by making use

of batches of training set instances (HAYKIN, 1994; BISHOP et al., 1995; NIELSEN,

2015).

During training of a NN epochs are used, where an epoch is the number of times

a NN completes a full cycle reviewing the whole training set, in other words, when we

say a NN was trained with 100 epochs, the NN went through the whole training set 100

times and each time modifying its weight values. If a NN is trained with too many epochs,

it tends to get overfitted, where an overfitted NN is too attached to the training set. For

example, if we are building a NN model able to recognize dogs present in an image and

its training set happens to be composed of dogs only facing left, it might not be able

to recognize dogs facing to the right, if too many epochs are used. The overfitting of a

model is defined by the difference in accuracy it gives from the training set to the accuracy

resulting on the test set. If it provides a high accuracy for the training set and a lower

accuracy for the test set, it may be considered an overfitted NN. We would like for a NN

to perform well on unseen data, then we may say that usually, we would not like for a NN

to be overfitted.

2.2.1.6 Random Forest

A Random Forest or Random Decision Forest, as it is also known, is another tech-

nique of machine learning aside from NNs. Like with NNs, a RDF may be used to solve

classification or regression analysis problems. An RDF is composed of multiple amounts

of decision trees, where its random aspect brings the ability to overcome the overfitting

lead by the usage of simple decision trees. The input is presented at the tree branches

(also known as conjunctions of features), while the classification is given as output at the

leaves (FRIEDMAN; HASTIE; TIBSHIRANI, 2001).
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2.2.2 Neuromorphic Hardware

The desire for superior processing power and storage capacity brings researchers

to explore different manufacturing implementations than the usual technologies. Accel-

erators are becoming acclaimed alternatives besides conventional designs, although this

is only the case for specific types of workloads such as Machine Learning in general.

Hardware accelerators for NNs are an emerging technology, and there is not an estab-

lished standard design for it yet. So far, the technologies that have been proposed for

NNs dedicated hardware are based on CPU, FPGA, GPU, and ASIC designs. However,

as stated by (XU et al., 2018; NURVITADHI et al., 2017) GPU implementations are stag-

gering on their processing power capabilities, ASIC designs seem to be more promising

strategies since they are achieving better performance density overall. On the other hand,

some works such as (NURVITADHI et al., 2016; NURVITADHI et al., 2017) show that

there might be a reascend for FPGA designs for NNs, with future improvements on this

technology, at the very least FPGAs are performing better than GPU designs.

The need for edge inference is growing larger. So far, companies adopt the usage

of large scale servers in data centers for cloud-based inference. For example, as stated by

(LECUN, 2019), Facebook executes 3 ∗ 1014 predictions each day on their data-centers

and the need for better performance density on devices grows larger (NURVITADHI et

al., 2017).

Memristors are resistive devices able to both store and process information. They

recently have been used to implement NNs accelerators and demonstrate good results on

its processing capabilities, because it allows high processing elements density with good

power efficiency. Memristors are built in a crossbars fashion to emulate plastic synapses

in hardware devices. This approach is a good candidate to be explored because of its

efficient matrix-vector multiplication, and NNs happen to require large amounts of such

arithmetic (HU et al., 2016; JO et al., 2010; LI et al., 2018). A new approach to the

usage of hardware accelerators for NNs is presented in the work (ZHOU et al., 2018) that

exploits the sparsity characteristic of NNs. Their design achieves higher power efficiency

and speedup when compared to the previous state-of-the-art NN accelerator published at

(CHEN et al., 2014).

The works (AKOPYAN et al., 2015; DEBOLE et al., 2019) introduces a complete

Design Flow for their neuromorphic hardware implementation. It is an event-driven, con-

figurable, and scalable design, and it is said to be the "largest neurosynaptic computer
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ever built" with 256 million low-precision synapses and 1 million neurons on a spiking

NN system. This design also has a crossbar fashion like memristors implementations,

but its processing elements are made of their proposed neurosynaptic cores instead of

memristors.

With the high processing power requirement that NNs bring, it is a hard chal-

lenge to manufacture a trained NN as an affordable chip. There have been a fair amount

of proposed ways to compact NNs, mainly by handling its parameters like weights and

synapses, during or after training, for example. But not as much has been done in the

logic circuit level of abstraction. When we work at this stage we are attempting to reduce

the parameters of a NN’s logic representation like its number of nodes in an AIG or even

its logic depth. In the subsections to come we present two approaches researchers take to

compact NNs, the first and most common is focused on optimizing the NN by handling

its core parameters like weights and synapses and another direction to reduced neuromor-

phic hardware requirements, which is most related to this work, where optimizations are

applied to the boolean representation or logic circuits that represent NNs.

2.2.3 Neural Network Optimizations

Among the existing optimizations proposed by researchers, approximate com-

puting is commonly one used to reduce the complexity of NNs (WANG et al., 2017;

GYSEL, 2016; HAN; ORSHANSKY, 2013). For example, the quantization technique,

which consists of reducing the number of bits to compose the digital representation of

the NN’s decimal values, is seen to be studied and used. Different approaches to do

so are proposed. In (GYSEL et al., 2018), the need for multiply operations is reduced

some times even completely removed, leaving adder-only arithmetic for the NN’s imple-

mentation in hardware. This work uses an approach of dynamic fixed-point quantization

(COURBARIAUX; BENGIO; DAVID, 2014), where different parts of the NN take dif-

ferent fixed-point lengths for the fractional part. Other works also make use of fixed-

point arithmetic and attempt to quantize the bit-width of parameter representation (LIN;

TALATHI; ANNAPUREDDY, 2016; HWANG; SUNG, 2014; SUNG; SHIN; HWANG,

2015; GUPTA et al., 2015). The works (COURBARIAUX; BENGIO; DAVID, 2015;

HWANG; SUNG, 2014) can quantize the NNs to have binary weights and prove to achieve

the slight loss in accuracy with such a simple representation for the NN’s parameters. The

quantization approach is an approximate computing strategy since it reduces the numeri-
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cal representation of parameters.

Another common approach to reducing NN parameters is the pruning technique, in

which attempts to cut-off pieces of the NN but preserving its accuracy. Pruning may be ap-

plied at network connections and removes unnecessary ones by learning which synapses

are essential or even searching for redundant ones. This way, making a sparser version

of the NN. The motivation behind the pruning procedure is on top of the assumption

that NNs tend to be over parametrized, and similar accuracy may be obtained by mak-

ing them smaller. In reference (LEE; AJANTHAN; TORR, 2018), pruning is applied

before training in a single run, unlike other previous pruning approaches such as (HAN

et al., 2015; HAN; MAO; DALLY, 2015; KARNIN, 1990; CARREIRA-PERPINAN;

IDELBAYEV, 2018), in which require iteratively retraining of the NN. A commonly used

pruning measurement is by limiting the magnitudes of the weights, where weights smaller

than a certain threshold are removed (LEE; AJANTHAN; TORR, 2018; HAN et al., 2015;

CARREIRA-PERPINAN; IDELBAYEV, 2018).

To cite some other techniques commonly seen and well accepted in the research

area of compacting NNs: rank approximation (JADERBERG; VEDALDI; ZISSERMAN,

2014), structured sparsity (WEN et al., 2016), weight sharing (ULLRICH; MEEDS;

WELLING, 2017; HAN et al., 2016), since it is common for a NN to have multiple

similar weight values, the NN complexity is reduced by putting similar weight values in

bins and retraining the NN with the binned values. Specifically, the work (HAN et al.,

2016) discovered that 16 weight values are sufficient in many cases.

2.2.4 Boolean Optimizations for Neural Network Circuits

Approximate computing is a design paradigm that has proven to be an efficient

resource saver in application level and consequently at the hardware level. A good amount

of effort has been put in to reduce the NN’s parameters. However, only a few works

propose to optimize algorithms for logic synthesis that are driven by NN characteristics.

In reference (NAZEMI; PASANDI; PEDRAM, 2019), it is presented as a method

to compact NNs implemented in FPGA. They propose a way to implement the logic of

a neuron based on the input combinations by creating a truth table for the neuron, then

limiting its exponential growth, where the NN’s training set defines this limitation. With

that, they can reduce the use of MAC operations. The digital implementation of the

neurons in the NN is not done by realizing the dot product among weights and signals,
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but by synthesizing the logic representation of the neuron based on the training set. It is

also implemented a shared logic when computing the neuron’s combinational gate logic

representation. Since neurons in the same layer may share the same inputs, their logic gate

representation might also do. Results are shown based on NNs implemented with the use

of MACs compared with their method, which uses fewer MACs, their method presents

considerable savings in memory access due to fewer MACs required to implement the

NN.

The usage of constant propagation with NNs implemented was already proposed

by (WIRTHLIN; HUTCHINGS, 1997), although this work is directed to FPGAs. They

proposed a circuit reconfiguration during run-time based on constants. It saves hardware

resources, cycle times, and sometimes even power consumption, although it comes with

the cost of reconfiguration time. The reconfiguration capability of an FPGA allows for a

more flexible approach for the implementation of NNs. The work (WIRTHLIN; HUTCH-

INGS, 1997) analyzes the trade-off with the time cost of re-configuring the circuit during

run-time versus the reduction in the area achieved. Our work and the reference (WIRTH-

LIN; HUTCHINGS, 1997) both make use of constant propagation to reduce the circuitry

representation of a NN. However, the reference proposes a reduction in area usage and

delay only for FPGAs and sets constants based on a template matching technique. In con-

trast, our work sets constants based on signal probability, without saying it is done on the

boolean representation format of a NN and introduces ways to look for better candidates

to become constants.

The reference (CHATTERJEE; MISHCHENKO, 2019) introduces a technique to

identify if a machine learning model is overfitted or not. They do so by identifying nodes

in the model’s boolean representation that usually have the same value when exposed to

the training set. If a node happens to have the same binary value for almost all of the

training images, this node’s signal value is perturbed to check if the NN is still able to

generalize for the test set. If a NN is overfitted, its structure should have components that

are present only for identifying the training set. Their idea is to find those components

by perturbing nodes that have constant values when influenced by the training set. Their

approach to detect the overfitting of a machine learning model is based on identifying

constant values in the circuit representation of a NN, being a similar way to how we set

constants to reduce the NN’s boolean representation.
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2.3 Boolean Representation of Neural Networks

To convert a NN into a logic circuit, there are some aspects to be considered,

such as what would be the boolean representation used for the decimal values used on

NN parameters. Such representation could be implemented with the enhancement of

approximations or not, depending on the NN application. The boolean implementation

of the MAC operation, which is essential for the proper functionality of a neuron and the

boolean implementation of the activation functions.

2.3.1 Boolean Representation of Decimal Values

Neural networks are composed of a set of parameter values such as its weight, bi-

ases, and activation signals. These parameters usually are represented by decimal values.

Digital computers don’t understand real numbers like humans do, then a digital represen-

tation for such values must be implemented if we wish to have a hardware implementation

of a NN. There are two main approaches to represent decimal values in a manner that a

computer understands, that being a fixed-point or a floating point representation. Tra-

ditionally, NNs make use of the floating-point representation. However, a fixed-point

representation is less resource-hungry (GYSEL, 2016; HASHEMI et al., 2017), and it has

been proven that NNs work fine with low bit-width fixed-point representations (GUPTA

et al., 2015; COURBARIAUX; BENGIO; DAVID, 2014).

The IEEE 754 Standard is a document that presents an official standard format for

floating-point arithmetic operations for decimal values. The IEEE 754 defines standard

formats for floating-point arithmetic operations, and it is defined by a single precision

format composed of 32 bits, a double precision format composed of 64 bits and among

three other formats with greater bit-widths. Figure 2.10 presents the single-precision

format for the IEEE 754 standard, where one bit is for representing the number’s sign,

being positive or negative, 8 bits for the exponent that is biased by 127 this allows for an

exponent range of -127 to +127, and 23 bits for the mantissa. Numbers composed of only

zeroes or ones in the exponent are unique situations. When the exponent has all zeroes, it

is representing the number 0 or a normalized number, based on the mantissa bits. When

the exponent has all bits as one, it is representing either a +/- infinity or not a number

(NaN) (GYSEL, 2016; IEEE Standards Association, 2019).

The fixed point representation is also presented. This representation consists of
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Figure 2.10: IEEE 754 single precision floating point decimal in binary.

Source: Adapted from (GAO et al., 2017)

having a fixed amount of bits to represent the integer share of the number and another

fixed bit length to represent the decimal part of the number. Figure 2.11 presents how the

number 0011.01102 in binary is calculated to be 3.37510 in decimal format for a fixed point

representation composed of 8 bits. This is a simple example with 4 bits for the integer

part and 4 bit for the decimal part of the number. However, a fixed point representation

may have more digits available to represent numbers, this way achieving a broader range

of possible decimal values to be reproduced.

A fixed point format may be dynamic. This concept is that two different numbers

with the same bit-width may have their fractional parts with different sizes, and arithmetic

operations may still be done on top of them (GYSEL, 2016).

Figure 2.11: Example of a fixed point decimal number in binary (0011.0110=3.375).

Source: The Author

Among the possible implementations of a binary representation of decimal num-

bers, all of them have precision limitations when arithmetic operations are being executed.

For example, if we were using the fixed-point representation from Figure 2.11 and the re-

sult of an arbitrary binary operation was equal to 0.410, this value would require more bit

positions in the fractional section to be able to represent such value precisely. The binary

representation of 0.410 could be approximated to 0000.01102 = 0.37510 even though it is

not the exact value. But even still, NNs usually perform well with such approximations

due to imprecision with the representation of binary values.

The more bits we use to represent decimal values, the broader the range of such

representation. On the other hand, if we use a smaller bit-width representation on NNs,

it usually results in savings in computational and memory requirements. The quantiza-
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tion process presented previously in Section 2.2.3 is the process that reduces the bit-width

representation of decimal values for a NN while attempting to maintain its accuracy. Pre-

vious works that introduce quantization techniques usually look for the proper amount of

bits to represent a NN, achieving reductions to bit-widths much smaller than the IEEE

754 standard, such as 12 bit, 8 bit or even 6 bit-widths (GYSEL, 2016; LIN; TALATHI;

ANNAPUREDDY, 2016; SUNG; SHIN; HWANG, 2015; HAN; MAO; DALLY, 2015)

or even a single bit representation of a NN’s parameters with excellent preservation of

accuracy (COURBARIAUX; BENGIO; DAVID, 2015; HWANG; SUNG, 2014).

2.3.2 Multiply Accumulate Operation

A MAC unit is usually used to build hardware accelerators for NNs and general-

purpose DSPs (HASHEMI et al., 2017; GARLAND; GREGG, 2018; GYSEL, 2016;

SZE et al., 2017). In Subsection 2.2.1.1, we presented the structure of a neuron and its

mathematical representation. This representation being the weighted sum of a neuron’s

input signals. This is the exact process that a MAC unit is responsible for calculating. A

MAC unit is responsible for multiplying two input values, then adding its solution to an

accumulator variable, sometimes a register.

Figure 2.12 presents a general block diagram of a MAC unit for a NN. It is pre-

sented the abstraction of a neuron’s single input synapse, with its weight being multiplied

with its activation input signal, then accumulated to a register. However, a neuron would

have multiple inputs. To calculate the output of a neuron, we would require to accumulate

all weighted input signals to this register.

Figure 2.12: Block diagram of a MAC unit for NNs.

Source: Adapted from (GARLAND; GREGG, 2018)

We could take an approach that would not require the usage of registers by imple-

menting the accumulation of all weighted activation signals of neurons in a layer with the

structure proposed in Figure 2.13. This way, we avoid the usage of sequential segments

to implement a MAC operation for a NN by stacking the additions in a combinational
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format. The accumulation process requires that all of the weighted inputs of a neuron are

added with one another, in Figure 2.13 we have the abstraction of two neurons with an

arbitrary number of input signals, where the information goes from one layer to another.

Figure 2.13: Multiple MAC units implementing a NN layer with a tree shape.

Source: Adapted from (GYSEL, 2016)

When we make a digital implementation of a NN, we must define what is the type

of binary representation of decimal numbers that will be used (e.g., fixed or floating-point)

and also the bit-width representation of parameters. The references (QIU et al., 2016;

GYSEL, 2016) proposes the usage of mixed precision, in which a fixed point is used, and

different parts of the NN use different bit-widths. As can be seen in the example MAC

structure in Figure 2.13, we have a bit-width of m bits for the activation signals and the

operations in the accumulation tree, while n bits are used for the weights. This approach

has the intention to reduce the bit length requirement for some of the NN’s parameters.

We would wish to avoid the usage of multipliers for the multiplication step since

multipliers require a large amount of silicon area to be implemented (GYSEL, 2016;

GARLAND; GREGG, 2018; QIU et al., 2016). Notice that the multiplication steps in

Figure 2.13 were replaced by shifters to multiply each of neurons inputs with their re-

spective weights, this way bypassing the usage of multipliers.

If we use shifters to execute the multiplication process, then we could use a rel-

atively small bit-width to store the weight values. (GYSEL, 2016) demonstrated that it

is possible to use 4 bits to represent the weights while using 32 bits for the activation

signals, for example. Although, the usage of shifters brings an approximation to the

calculation since the shift may only realize multiplications where the multiplier operand
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is a power of 2 value. For example, if we wish to multiply 5x1 + 11x2, none of them

are the power of two numbers, then we would have to break it down to the summation

4x1 + x1 + 16x2 − 4x2 − x2, enabling the usage of shifters only to multiply the weights

and activation signals. If we are working with a pre-trained NN, its weight values would

be constant. Then they could be manipulated to fit the shifter only multiplications.

A bit-wise overflow event may occur during multiplications or additions; an over-

flow happens when the binary representation of the NN’s parameters achieved its max-

imum possible value. As in a carry-out event that surpasses the possible representation

of the number, resulting from an addition or multiplication in an unsigned binary rep-

resentation. For example, adding the two binary values: 11012 + 00112, since we are

using only 4 bits here, the carry-out would require an extra bit position to give the exact

result. An overflow may also occur differently for a signed representation, for both situa-

tions a saturation is used, where the value is rounded to the maximum or minimum value

that the binary representation of decimals can reproduce. For example, the adding of

11012+00112 would saturate to 11112, even though the precise answer should be 111112

with 5 bits.

2.3.2.1 Research on Multiply Accumulate for Neural Networks

Fully connected and convolutional layers are the most resource-demanding part in

a NN (HASHEMI et al., 2017; GYSEL, 2016; SZE et al., 2017; GARLAND; GREGG,

2018), they are based on the same arithmetic, namely a series of multiply and accumulate

operations. In other words, the most costly part of a NN is implemented with the usage

of MAC operations. There is a vast amount of works that attempt to optimize MAC units

architectures, or optimizations approaches for the MAC operation, optimizations directed

for NNs or not, since MACs may also be used in other applications or even general-

purpose devices.

In work (GARLAND; GREGG, 2018) they make use of the weight sharing tech-

nique for NNs, which usually stores only a few weight values and maps the weights with

an index and bins with the weight values. They exploit this weight sharing idea to ex-

tend it to their MAC unit implementation. The reference (ZHU et al., 2020) introduces

a dataflow for hardware accelerators designed for CNNs in an FPGA platform, their ap-

proach can skip MAC operations by avoiding zero-valued weights, and this way bypassing

unnecessary computations. The work presented by (MEI et al., 2019) introduces a parallel

approach where batches of MAC operations coincide, also their process is applied during
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run-time.

The works (COVELL et al., 2019; CHATTERJEE, 2018) introduces the ability to

implement NNs without the usage of MAC operations and without the need for floating

or fixed point representations by making use of only look-up tables (LUT) to implement

a NN. The usage of LUTs for machine learning may be considered a counter-intuitive

approach since a single LUT maps an input to an output. Although, the reference (CHAT-

TERJEE, 2018) presents a study about the memorization and generalization capabilities

of a machine learning model and demonstrates that an interconnected network of LUTs is

able to generalize on data.
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3 METHODOLOGY

In the present chapter, we discuss the methodology behind the contributions this

work brings. It starts by explaining the implementation of the machine learning mod-

els used in our experiments, and some characteristics are exposed concerning their signal

probabilities in their AIG representation. Afterward, the definition of the threshold proba-

bility variable is presented, which is crucial for the proper understanding and usage of the

proposed methods. Afterward, we explain in detail how each method works and different

approach. Each one has to determine nodes to be set as constants.

3.1 Experimental Models

In this chapter, we discuss some aspects and characteristics of the machine learn-

ing models used for the experimental results of our proposed contributions. We make

use of two neural networks and one random forest model. The NNs both are the same

model with the exception that one of them is overfitted, going through 100 epochs dur-

ing training, and the other is not overfitted going through 2 epochs, namely NN-2 and

NN-100.

Since we are working on the boolean abstraction of a model, we may use other

types of machine learning sources, such as a RDF, for example. This way we demonstrate

that our proposed methods are able to handle other types of machine learning models. In

other words, the methods proposed are not structurally constrained, being able to handle

a supervised machine learning model structured on a digital format.

The machine learning models used in this work were converted to a boolean rep-

resentation after training, more specifically to the AIG format. Some of the details con-

cerning the conversion of NNs to a logic circuit were discussed in Section 2.3, and the

usage and aspects of the AIG data structure was discussed in Section 2.1. The weights

and activation signals for the models were represented using a signed 8 bit and 16 bit, re-

spectively, with fixed-point numbers, in which 6 bits were reserved for the fractional part.

After training, the values of the weights are cut down to [-2.0,2.0) before their conversion

to a fixed point. Each MAC unit multiplies the weight with 8 bits and the activation signal

with 16 bits and accumulates with 24 bits with saturation. The multiplications are done

with shifters only structure, which requires breaking down the constant weight values into

powers of two multipliers.
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The NN models specifically were built with three fully connected hidden layers,

where the hidden layer neurons are built with the ReLu activation function (XU et al.,

2015), with its digital implementation composed of a comparator and a multiplexer. The

input layer is defined by the bit representation of the image pixels in the MNIST dataset.

The images are composed of pixels, in which represent a grayscale ranging from 0 (black)

to 255 (white) and requiring 8 bits to be implemented in a boolean format. The out-

put layer in each of the three models is a soft-max layer with 10 signed 16-bit values,

with one value for each digit ranging from 0 to 9, and the largest value represents the

picked class by the NN. This process was performed by the authors of (CHATTERJEE;

MISHCHENKO, 2019), and their AIGs were provided to us for a further investigation on

the subject.

Figure 3.1 presents an illustration of the composition of the layers for the NN

trained to recognize the handwritten digits in the MNIST dataset as described in the pre-

vious paragraph, on top of each layer drawing it is denoted the layer type and on its bottom

the number of neurons composing such layer.

Figure 3.1: Types of layers and number of neurons per layer for the experimental NN
models.

Source: The Author.

In the next subsection, we discuss some characteristics of the NNs for their boolean

representation in AIG. We present the signal probability values for the AIGs nodes and

their relation with the threshold probability used on our proposed contributions to set

constants.
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3.1.1 AIG Models Signal Probabilities

Our proposed methods are made to reduce the size and depth of NNs represented

in AIG. This reduction is based on the definition of some AND nodes present in the AIG

to be set as constants. In which the definition of an AND node in an AIG to be a constant

is given by the fact that such node will have, for every possible combination of signals in

its fanin, the same signal fanout. A node may also be nearly a constant, meaning that in

almost every situation, this node has the same fanout value and how close a node is to be

a constant is defined by its signal probability and a threshold probability.

To calculate the probability value of signals in a circuit in whichever logical repre-

sentation is not a trivial task, because the input set of such problem grows exponentially.

It is not yet known how to calculate the exact value of signal probabilities of nodes in a

circuit, so far heuristics have been used to do so (FLAQUER et al., 2010; ANGLADA et

al., 2016). On the other hand, the NNs’ training set gives us the possibility of calculating

its internal nodes signal probabilities in its representation as a logic circuit. We may do so

by simulating the circuit with every entry in the training set. This way we avoid the effort

of discovering every possible combination to calculate the circuit’s signals probabilities

and calculate the probabilities of the nodes based on the training set, which won’t give the

exact value, but a good approximation.

In Figure 3.2, it is presented the probability of each bit to be true (1) for the PI

nodes in the AIG that reads the images from the MNIST dataset. Such images are 28 ∗ 28

pixels in the area, and each pixel is represented in an 8-bit format for digital represen-

tation. This way, the total area in Figure 3.2 is given by 28 ∗ 28 ∗ 8 = 6272 bits. The

probability is given by the chance that the node is a true signal, where the values range

from 0% to 56.3% with green color for smaller, yellow for intermediate and red for larger

probability values. It clearly shows how the PIs that represent the image’s edges are not

often set to 1; there are 697 PIs that were never set to 1 among all the 60,000 training

images. This set of PIs may be defined as constants as they have 100% probability of

being 0 P (0) = 100%. Similarly, we may say that it has a 0% probability of being 1

P (1) = 0%.

The graph presented in Figure 3.3 falls under different circumstances than the

graph presenting the information on the PI nodes, it presents the probability for the inter-

nal AND nodes of the two different NNs and the RDF model in their AIG representation.

The probability values calculated are based on the MNIST dataset. They were calculated
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Figure 3.2: A probability color scale calculated based on the MNIST dataset of the PI
nodes of the AIGs proposed.

Source: The Author.

by propagating all of the training set images, summing the number of times a node occurs

to be set to 1 and dividing by the total number of images in the training set. The values

in the horizontal axis represent the probability range in which a node belongs to and the

vertical axis the percentage from the total number of nodes that are in such a probability

range. For example, about 1% of NN-2 and NN-100 internal AND have 100% chance

of being a value 1 based on the images in the MNIST training set. Also, the nodes that

fall within the probability range of 0% were never set to 1 during simulation among all of

the images in the MNIST training set. They represent at least more than 6% of NN-2 and

NN-100 nodes. Figure 3.3 shows that a considerable portion of each NN is near constants.

At the same time, the RDF implementation has a considerably higher amount of nodes

that were always the same values during simulation.

Figure 3.3: A probability color scale calculated based on the MNIST dataset of the inter-
nal AND nodes for the experimental AIGs.

Source: The Author.

Aside from the fact that there is a considerable amount of nodes with the same

value for all images, there is also a considerable amount of nodes that are near constants,

taking into account the ones in the probability ranges 0% to 10% and 90% to 100%, which

are the nodes that have a boolean value 0 and 1 respectively in at least 90% of the images.
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On the contrary, the nodes that are closer to the probability ranges in the middle are the

ones that vary the most and should not be considered to be constants.

Even though a node has most of the time, the same value, it doesn’t mean that this

node won’t possibly result in an error for an image when it is set to be a constant. We

should choose carefully which nodes to turn into constants.

3.1.1.1 Threshold Probability Variable

We present a threshold probability variable (TH) in which is based on the signal

probability of a node. If a node’s probability of being 1 is equal or greater than the TH,

such node is considered to be a constant-1. Similarly happens to be with a constant-0. If

a node has a probability of being 0 equal or greater than the TH, it becomes a constant-0.

Figure 3.4 presents the set of input nodes that are within a TH probability of 99%. In

other words, the PIs that are colored in green are the ones that have at least 99% chance

of being 0, although the PIs probabilities of being 1 never reach such TH. As expected,

we can see that a large part of the PIs has almost always the same input among all images

from the MNIST training set. Similarly, the TH would also be used to define which of the

internal AND from Figure 3.2 would be set as constants, for example, for a TH of 100%

the nodes in the first and last columns would be set as constants.

Figure 3.4: Primary inputs within TH probability of 99%.

Source: The Author.

In the following sections, we present our proposed methods to reduce NNs in

their AIG representation. All of them make use of the TH value. We are making use of

approximate computing by inserting small errors to make the circuit’s logic representation

smaller, so we must be mindful of doing so. Since, if we are too greedy by using a TH

that is too low, we would be setting too many nodes as constants and thus might bring

too many errors to the circuit’s accuracy. In the following sections, we attempt to present

what would be a good trade-off between the loss in accuracy versus reduction in size and

LD based on different approaches to reduce the AIG.
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3.2 Methods

Figure 3.5 presents a flowchart of the processes executed by our implementation

and presents the four proposed methods to simplify the AIG. The simplification is applied

based on the probability a node has to have same independent of the input values. The

probability calculation is defined base on the NN’s training set. The simplification is done

with the AIG representation of the circuit and by reducing its number of nodes and logic

depth, it will directly reduce the project’s final area and delay time. Four dashed arrows

represent the four proposed methods to reduce the AIG, each is a combination of the

possible sequence of events they go through. This work’s contributions are represented

inside the dashed rectangle. The two first methods consider a fixed TH, that is, all possible

target nodes will respond to the same TH to be possibly set as constants. Whereas, our

third and fourth methods take into account a variable TH. That is, different nodes have

different TH values; in such cases, the threshold is called Minimum Threshold since the

nodes’ THs will all vary from the minimum value up to 100%.

Figure 3.5: Flowchart summary for the proposed methods and the performed procedures.

Source: The Author.

Our proposed methods take the same three inputs: the original NN represented in

AIG format, already trained, the training image dataset, and the TH or Minimum TH to
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set the constants. With the input data set, the AIG’s nodes probabilities are calculated,

and with the TH, we can define which nodes will be set to be constants. Concerning

the nodes probabilities calculation, only the first method differs, since it only is applied

to the primary inputs. The nodes probabilities calculation is a straight forward process,

requiring to simulate the AIG under the complete training set. It is worth mentioning that

there isn’t a tool or program that provides a probability calculation for a circuit based

on the training set of a NN. After the nodes probability calculation, the method’s target

nodes are analyzed to define their TH values. Each method has its manner of calculating

the nodes’ TH values, and that is what renders a better or worst reduction.

With the TH values defined, an AIG file is generated where the nodes that pass

the TH are set as constants. Then we use this AIG file in the ABC tool, which applies

the process of propagating the constants with the support of structural hashing. These

procedures are applied automatically by ABC when reading a file. Then only two com-

mands from ABC were used for the propagation and simplification: (1) a read file (&read

original_file.aig) and (2) a write file command (&write simplified_file.aig). The constants

are always propagated every time a constant is applied on a node. This happens for ev-

ery method, and the propagation process is always the same regardless of the method

being used. After the simplification is done, it is provided a new NN represented in AIG,

which is smaller than the original one. To be sure the AIG is logically intact even after

simplification, an Combinational Equivalence Check (CEC) is performed comparing the

file with constants present with the file after propagation and simplification, also with the

ABC tool. The simplification process was not only performed with the usage of ABC

but also a separate implementation was designed by the authors. It allows a further in-

vestigation about the location of the removed nodes. Even though it doesn’t support the

structural hashing process, the difference in size for the ABC simplification and the one

implemented by the authors is tiny, corresponding to about 0.5% of the AIG’s original

size on average.

Notice the presence of two Functional Based methods denoted by the dashed lines

3 and 4, both of them establish different THs for different nodes. We propose two different

ways to establish the TH values for all the nodes present in the AIG: One based on the

node’s LD, where nodes closer to the output will have higher THs, while nodes closer to

the PIs will have lower THs. This way, nodes closer to the PIs will be more acceptable,

and nodes closer to the POs will be more restricted when the method defines nodes as

constants. We also propose a manner to define TH values based on the number of nodes
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in a level, where LDs that have only a few nodes will have higher TH values and will be

less acceptable to set them as constants.

In each of the following subsections, the four methods proposed in our work are

explained. The XOR in AIG format from Figure 2.2a previously used to expose the

constant propagation procedure will also be used to demonstrate how each method sets

the nodes as constants with the usage of the TH variable.

3.2.1 Only Primary Inputs

The only primary inputs method (OPI) is an initial approach to reduce the AIG’s

size and depth. In it, we are considering only the AIG’s PIs to be analyzed. They are the

only available targets to be possibly turned into constants. In other words, we are taking

into account only the nodes present in Figure 3.2 and excluding the AIG’s internal AND

nodes to be possibly set to be constants. In this approach, all PIs have the same TH value;

in other words, they will respond to a fixed identical TH.

Figure 3.6 presents the definition of constants for the OPI method supposing a

TH of 90% presented in purple right beside the AIG. Hypothetical probability values for

this AIG’s PIs are also presented; this is the case for this example. However, when the

procedure is used on a real NN, the probability values would be calculated from the NN’s

training set. Only the PI b probability surpasses the TH value. This is indicated by a red

color in the node’s b probability value and drawing. In the example presented, we are

considering the probability of nodes being 1, and the TH is 90%, but we could also set the

nodes to be a constant-0. In this case, we should also check if the probability of a node

to be 0 surpass the TH value. For node b we would have P (b = 0) = 1 − 0.02 = 0.98

and 98% is greater than the TH, then this node should be turned into a constant. With this

example, only the PI b is set as a constant by this method, no other nodes.

Remember that after the constants are set, they are always propagated along the

AIG, then if we define only a set of PIs as constants, internal AND nodes will also be

removed after the signal propagation. For the example presented in Figure 3.6, we would

have the same constant propagation and simplification as the one presented in Section

2.1.3, which showed how the constant propagation and simplification procedure works

with a constant-0 set in the PI b.

Most likely, nodes closer to the AIG’s output won’t be removed by this method,

as the constant’s propagation won’t probably reach them. In this case, the constants cease
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Figure 3.6: Probability and threshold values with OPI method.

Source: The Author.

to exist before reaching longer depths of the NN represented as AIG. This method con-

templates only the NN’s input information to reduce it. The idea behind this approach

would be to focus the AIG’s reduction on the input behavior. In the MNIST dataset, for

example, corner pixels are rarely used. Such a method lets us evaluate the NN’s infer-

ence capabilities when such corner pixels are disregarded. This initial OPI method was

previously published in (BERNDT et al., 2019).

3.2.2 All Nodes

Concerning our second method entitled all nodes (AN), it also uses a fixed TH,

although it may turn internal AND nodes into constants before signal propagation. In

other words, all nodes in the AIG are targets for this method, and they all have the same

TH value. While the previous method considers only the NN’s input behavior, this second

method considers the whole AIG’s behavior when stimulated by the NN’s training set to

reduce it.

Figure 3.7 presents the same XOR in the AIG format used previously to illustrate

the procedure for the previous method. In the present method, all nodes may be targeted

to become constants. Hypothetical probability values for the internal nodes were added

this time. However, they also would be calculated from the NN’s training set when the

method is operating normally on a NN. The TH value also incorporates all the nodes

present in the AIG. This way, not only the input b is set as a constant but also two other

internal AND nodes since they all surpass the TH value. A constant-0 is illustrated in red,
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Figure 3.7: Probability and threshold values with AN method.

Source: The Author.

while a constant-1 is illustrated in orange. Remember that the signal propagation would

happen before removing the AIG nodes, meaning that not only the nodes that pass the TH

would be removed, but also the ones that the constat propagation reached.

Such a method is more ambitious than the previous one when selecting nodes to

remove in the AIG. Because, for example, if we set a TH of 99.9% using this method,

for every node that has at least 99.9% signal probability, they might result in an error for

the signal of this set of nodes. Since for calculating the probability of such nodes, we use

the training set, and for 60 images, such nodes had one value, and for 59.940 images, it

had another value. For 60 images in the training set, such nodes won’t be propagating the

signal it should for the integral functionality of the NN. In other words, such nodes bring

an error signal being propagated along the AIG. Although this error might be masked

since the signal may have to pass through other nodes, and these nodes might fix the

boolean value that the signal should have. The error will only have a real negative impact

on the NN if this signal reaches a PO. It usually would take various amounts of error

signals to reach the POs for the NN to miss the inference on the input image. Since the

present method targets all nodes of the AIG simultaneously, lowering the TH usually have

a significant impact on the NN’s accuracy, as it will be seen in the results chapter.

3.2.3 Functional Based

These methods are called Functional Based because they define the AIG’s nodes

TH based on a different function in each method. The idea is to select a set of nodes to
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become constants that are less likely to bring an error to the NN’s inference capability.

On the previously presented methods, both make use of the signal probability calculated

based on the NN’s training set. This allows us to use approximate computing to optimize

the size of the NN in AIG format. In Functional Based methods, we are still using the

nodes’ signal probabilities, although we are choosing better candidate nodes to become

constants. Notice that the higher a node’s TH is, the less likely it will be that such node

will turn into a constant since it must have a signal probability at least as high as the TH

defined by the method. That being said, Functional Based methods attempt to set higher

THs on nodes that are more susceptible to bring an error to the circuit and set lower TH

values for nodes that are less likely to propagate an error to the AIG’s output if it would

be turned into a constant.

We present two different methods, which are Functional Based. One which sets

THs for the nodes based on their LD and another, which defines THs for nodes based

on the Number of Nodes in an LD. An important aspect to consider when defining the

nodes’ TH values for the Functional Based methods is to determine what would be the

probability value distribution among nodes, in other words, the increase or decrease of

probability values for different nodes in the AIG. With that in mind we present the graph

in Figure 3.8, it shows three different distributions to define the TH values (vertical axis)

with respect to the logic depth or the number of nodes in a level (horizontal axis). Both

Functional Based methods use the same three distributions, although their horizontal axis

differs. For now, take notice that the α variable is used to control the curvature of the

function. With that, we shall make use of three different α values, as presented in Figure

3.8.

3.2.3.1 Logic Depth

We might not only define the TH based on the node’s signal probability but also by

its LD; likewise, this method is called functional based on logic depth (FB-LD). A node’s

LD is defined by the longest path from this node to a PI, where the distance is counted by

the number of nodes in the path. In other words, the LD of a node tells how far a node is

from a PI. Nodes with low LDs will have a lower TH value and will be more acceptable

when they are being turned into constants. If it happens to generate an error, it will have a

greater chance to be masked, because there are several nodes for the signal to go through

until it reaches the AIG’s output.

On the other hand, nodes that have greater LDs will be less likely to be turned to
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Figure 3.8: Graph showing the three different distributions used on the functional based
methods.

Source: The Author.

constants, since they will have greater TH values. Nodes closer to the AIG’s output have

a higher chance of bringing an error to a primary output signal if they are turned into a

constant. It has a lower chance of being masked, as there are fewer nodes for the signal

to go through until it reaches a primary output.

In this method, nodes that share the same LD will have the same TH value, and

the TH values are different among the LDs within the circuit. The TH values grow in

order with the LD, meaning that lower LDs imply a lower TH, and higher LDs imply

a higher TH for the nodes in this LD. Equation 3.1 presents the function to define the

TH distribution among the AIG’s LD. α modifies distribution’s curve, MinTh is an input

parameter, and it is the minimum threshold an LD may be given, in other words, no other

node would have a TH lower than the MinTh mark, Level is the LD to be given a TH value

from the function, GraphLevel is the longest path in the graph going from a PI to a PO.

It is calculated by executing a depth-first search in the AIG. With Equation 3.1, we can

assure that the longest depth will always have a TH of 100%, and the first LD TH will

always be the MinTh value, and each of the three distributions will set different TH values

among the nodes. By modifying the α value in Equation 3.1, we can set different THs

with the same method and look for a better solution by comparing the method’s behavior
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when under different TH distributions.

TH(Level) =

[
(1−MinTh) ∗

(
Level

GraphLevel

)α]
+MinTh; (3.1)

Figure 3.9 presents three illustrations with the previously used AIG, one figure is

presented for each TH distribution. The figures demonstrate how the TH values are de-

fined for each LD concerning each distribution in this method and which node ends up

being set as a constant, orange for a constant-1 and red for a constant-0. The probability

values are kept the same from the ones used in the previous method, notice that different

nodes are set to constants, not only comparing with the previous method in Figure 3.6,

but also among the different distributions used for this method. The TH values following

the LDs in the AIGs have a different growth in each distribution when comparing Fig-

ures 3.9a, 3.9b and 3.9c. The Exponential distribution ends up being more acceptable

when setting nodes as constants since it always gives lower TH values for the AIG’s LDs

when comparing to the other distributions. On the contrary, the Root distribution is more

conservative when setting nodes as constants, as it always gives higher TH values for the

AIG’s LDs.

When analyzing the images presented in Figure 3.9, one might think that the dif-

ference among the distributions is not considerable, but remember that we are using these

methods on AIGs with dozens of millions of nodes. They end up getting a considerable

amount of different sets of nodes as constants. This can be seen in the results section.
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Figure 3.9: Probability and threshold values with FB-LD Method.

(a) Root.

(b) Linear.

(c) Exponential.

Source: The Author.
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3.2.3.2 Number of Nodes

In this functional based on the number of nodes per depth (FB-NPD) method to

set the nodes’ TH, we count the number of nodes within the same LD. In other words,

we count the set of nodes that are within the same LD domain. The intention behind this

method is to preserve the connection between the NN’s layers when it is represented in a

digital AIG format. Figure 3.10 shows the number of nodes in each AIG level for the NNs

and the RDF model, for Figures 3.10a and 3.10b we have a blue line which has a dense

drawing in some areas. This unusual way of drawing the graph line happens because

neighboring LDs have distant quantities of nodes. The line jumps up and down on really

close points. With that, we also present a black line centering the actual number of nodes

in each depth. This is the trendline, calculated based on a moving average window on the

actual values in blue. The trendline will be used on future graphs to be shown, and its

usage is demanding since when we insert multiple reduction lines in the same graph, they

overlap too much with one another, but it doesn’t occur with the trendline drawing.

The NN-2 and NN-100 are composed of three NN fully connected hidden layers

and Figures 3.10a and 3.10b exposes them by the three valleys in the number of nodes

in three regions of the AIG’s LDs. Ideally, it is desired to make it less likely for these

nodes close to the valleys to be turned into constants, as the information that is passing in

between the layers is crucial and there is a higher risk of inserting a circuit error if turning

those nodes as constants. In other words, the AND nodes that bridge the connections in

between the NN’s layers are the ones present in the those valleys. The presence of such

valleys happens because when the NN is being compiled to a logic circuit, each neuron

will be turned into multiple amounts of interconnected AND nodes, increasing the graph’s

overall height and depth. In contrast, it doesn’t happen as much on the synapses, which

are the connections among layers and are composed of constant weight values. In other

words, each layers’ neurons will expand to a larger amount of interconnected AND nodes,

while the synapses in between the layers will not grow as large. The nodes present in such

valleys are LDs with only a few nodes and should be carefully turned to constants since

they will tend to fan-out to a high amount of nodes, and if an error is present in such

nodes, the error would be propagated to its fan-outs.
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Figure 3.10: Number of Nodes in each LD for the Proposed NNs and RDF.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author

That being said, for LDs containing a high amount of nodes, this method sets their

TH to smaller values while for LDs with a lower amount of nodes, their TH is set to larger
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values, attempting to preserve unmodified the LDs with a lower amount of nodes. The

LD in an AIG that contains the least number of nodes will always receive a TH value

of 100%. Since deeper LDs usually have a low number of nodes, the idea behind the

previous method which was based in the LD itself is partially maintained, since they will

automatically be given higher TH values. This can be seen on the graphs in Figure 3.10, in

the three models the longest LDs are always composed of only a few nodes. This portion

of the AIGs closer to outputs represents the soft-max region of its representation as a NN

and the soft-max is responsible for classifying the features. This is a commonly used

classification technique in NNs, and we may safely assume that this method also uses the

concept from the previous method.

This method’s function to calculate the LDs’ THs is presented in Equation 3.2.

The variables α and MinTh are the same as in the previously presented method, being the

α responsible for the function’s curvature and MinTh the minimal TH. LargestLevel is the

LD that contains the most number of nodes, and NodesInLevel is the number of nodes in

the Level that is to define a TH value. The same three distributions of THs as the previous

method are used for this one. They are shown in Figure 3.8. We are keeping the nodes

in the same LD with also the same TH, although they don’t follow a growth with the

LD’s value like in the previous method, TH values end up being disordered concerning

the LDs. In the previous method, the TH values calculated with the three distributions

would always follow the same shape as in Figure 3.8. In the present method, this is not

true, since the number of nodes in an LD has no relation with its ordering. However, it

is related to its NN structure. Remember that we are attempting to keep the nodes that

represent the borders of each layer less modified.

The three different distributions to explore and diversify the TH values calculated

for the LDs follows the same principle as in the previous method. The Root distribution

is the one that is more conservative, establishing higher THs overall, and the Exponential

distribution is a looser one, establishing lower THs and consequently setting more nodes

as constants overall.

TH(Level) =

[
(1−MinTh) ∗

[
−
(

NodesInLevel

LargestLevel − 1

)α
+

+

(
LargestLevel

LargestLevel − 1

)]]
+MinTh;

(3.2)

The figures presented in 3.11 demonstrates the different TH values given to each
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LD with each distribution and the constants that were set with this method in an XOR ex-

ample. The AIG used as illustration was modified slightly with the addition of two extra

nodes, so it looks more like the structure from a real NN in AIG. The hypothetical prob-

abilities are kept unchanged, aside from the two extra nodes added with new probability

values. In the previous method, the minimal TH would always be in the first LD; in other

words, it was always the PIs that received the minimal TH. In the present method, any

LD might end being the one with the lowest TH possible and different LDs may have the

same TH, if they end up having the same number of nodes. In the example from Figure

3.11, there is two LDs with the same TH of 100%. The LD which will receive the largest

TH value could also be anywhere in the AIG, although it usually is a PO like in the pre-

vious method or at least present in the soft-max section of the AIG since those positions

usually have a low number of nodes, as shown in Figure 3.10.

The AND node with 97% signal probability is the only one present in its LD than

it receives the maximum TH of 100%. In other methods that targeted this node, it was

always set as a constant, and its signal probability was kept intact. In the present method,

which is based on the number of nodes in an LD, this node was not set as a constant.

Even though this AIG was modified to be more similar to a NN, remember that a NN

layer would never map to a single LD in its AIG representation. If for example, we would

have a NN with one input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer, transforming

this NN in its AIG representation we would have a denser portion of the AIG with several

LDs to represent each hidden layer of neurons. Although we would have some LDs with

only a few nodes, as can be seen in Figure 3.10 denoted by the valleys in the graphs. The

valleys in the real NNs are represented by the node with 97% signal probability in Figure

3.11 and we would wish to keep it unchanged, since it represents the connections among

the NN’s layers and the example presented shows that is what happens by not turning the

node into a constant, even with a high signal probability.
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Figure 3.11: Probability and threshold values with the FB-NPD method.

(a) Root.

(b) Linear.

(c) Exponential.

Source: The author.
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In the sections to come we present some explanations of how our experiments were

realized. Following an explanation of the metrics used to evaluate each of the proposed

methods. The results obtained with experiments done with two NNs and one RDF are

then presented in the next chapter.

3.3 Description of Experiments

We assign two NNs and one RDF designs, in their AIG representation, under sim-

plification with our four proposed methods, which were explained in Section 3.2. For each

design, four methods were used to reduce their complexity, and for the last three methods,

the same set of threshold values were used for the three AIGs, while for the first method, it

is required a different set of TH values for the simplification to take place. After a simpli-

fication is applied to an AIG (as is shown in Figure 3.5), we need to check what is the new

accuracy, the number of ANDs, and the LD for the modified circuit, where the last two

measurements are retrieved right away with the AIG file. Figure 3.12 presents a flowchart

on the process of extracting such information. For the new accuracy value extraction, we

take the image test set jointly with the simplified AIG file and propagate all the images by

simulation. This process is repeated for every different TH value used in every method.

For example, if we want to check 10 different TH values in the four methods, the process

presented in Figure 3.12 will be repeated 40 times, after each respective simplification

process. Simulations are done with the MNIST test set composed of 10 thousand images,

and the AIG composed of about 50 million nodes. Each image on the dataset requires a

simulation under this large AIG. To mitigate this large processing requirement the sim-

ulation process was implemented by making use of the binary representation of the data

structure’s attribute used for the AIG’s signals. We made use of the fact that a long long

int in C++ has 64 bits and enabled the processing of 64 images at each of the program’s

iterations. By processing one image at a time, our implementation was taking around 7

and 25 days to process the test and training set respectively, while it took 2 and 13 hours

respectively after the implementation using all the bits for the signal attribute.
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Figure 3.12: AIG’s data extraction after simplification.

Source: The Author.

3.4 Used Metrics

Considering the proposed methods to set constants to reduce the AIGs, it is not

a trivial issue to define which is the best one. Even the definition of what best is, is

something unclear. Some applications would require the NN’s accuracy to be as high

as possible. At the same time, other applications could be more flexible and accept a

reduction in its accuracy if a reduction in its complexity would also be present. Even the

definition of what value is acceptable to trade between accuracy versus circuit size and

LD is uncertain. With that in mind, we present two metrics in an attempt to find a good

trade-off in complexity reduction of the proposed designs with the cost of some , or even

none, accuracy loss.

3.4.1 Accuracy Loss - Interpolation

To attempt and explore which of the methods gives a better result, we shall make

interpolations to estimate a spot in common that all the methods would have. This spot in

common is for the same accuracy value reached by the methods while iteratively reducing

the AIGs complexity. As the methods set different THs among the nodes, we can’t expect

a common data point in accuracy. To estimate that we take, for each accuracy curve, the

two accuracy data points which are neighbors to an accuracy value that is 1% less than

the model’s original accuracy. With this two points we can define a line equation among

them and find the depth and size estimated when the accuracy would reach exactly 1%

less than its original value. It is as if we would trace a vertical line in this accuracy data

point and find the LD and ANDs values for that accuracy value. With that, we may have
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a fair comparison among the methods proposed with an acceptable accuracy loss of 1%.

3.4.2 Figure of Merit

In an attempt to give a better understanding of which method presented better re-

sults, we also propose a Figure of Merit(FoM) metric. An FoM is a performance metric

sometimes used in a broad range of different research areas, usually attempting to es-

timate a balance or a trade-off for resulting values from experiments. Some examples

of FoM usages would be: the thermoelectric FoM used to measure the maximum effi-

ciency of a thermoelectric material (HICKS; DRESSELHAUS, 1993), different FoMs are

used to compare designs such as analog-to-digital converters (WALDEN, 1999), voltage-

controlled oscillators (KINGET, 1999), or to measure power dissipation on oscillators

(GAO et al., 2009), just to cite a few FoM usages.

To measure and explore a good trade-off between AIG reductions in depth, size,

and accuracy loss, we compare the FoM values calculated among the methods proposed in

the sections to come. To calculate a method’s M Figure of Merit FoM(M), Equation 3.3

is presented, where TestError is the percentage of misses by the NN after simplification,

in other words the complement value for the accuracy: TestError = 1−TestAccuracy,

NumberOfAnds the percentage of remaining AND nodes and LogicDepth the percent-

age decrease in the AIG’s depth. Notice that the variable TestError is squared. This

is because we want it to weigh evenly on the equation in comparison to the other two

variables. In other words, the accuracy loss weights the same for the FoM calculation as

both the number of ANDs and the LD together.

FoM(M) = TestError2 ∗NumberOfAnds ∗ LogicDepth (3.3)

With the proposed FoM we would be looking for the lowest possible values, since

we would want to keep not only the error low but also the size and depth, then smaller

FoM values means a better trade-off. We compute the FoM values with all THs used on

each method. The interpolation at 1% lost accuracy, and the FoM calculation shall both be

used to compare and analyze which of the methods presented a better simplification result.

Notice that each of the Functional Based methods has three different TH distributions, and

we also have the OPI and the AN methods, resulting in eight different manners to set the

TH of nodes in the AIG to be simplified.
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4 RESULTS

In this chapter, we present the results obtained with experiments done with the

granted NNs and RDF in their logical AIG representation. For each method, it will be

presented three graphs, one for each circuit. The measurements presented are the accuracy

degradation for the test set only, the total number of AND nodes present in the AIG and

its LD after the removal of such nodes. The horizontal axis in the graphs represents the

TH or minimal TH values used for the experiments. For each graph, the AIG’s original

measurements are shown in a data point on the extreme right, since the original AIG size

and LD is the starting point of 100%, a drop in such values can be seen on the data point

right next to the one indicating the original measurements. In other words, the original

values appear as an extrapolation on the horizontal axis, going past the value of 1.0.

4.1 Only Primary Inputs

The method based on only the primary inputs is the simplest of them all; it targets

only the AIG’s PIs to possibly become constants before propagation. Figures 4.1a, 4.1b

and 4.1c presents the results for the NN-2, NN-100 and RDF respectively with the OPI

method. In dark yellow, there is the NN’s accuracy. In light blue, the AIG’s LD, in

purple, the number of ANDs, and the data points represent the results for each experiment

performed with different TH values. Lower TH values are needed in this method for the

accuracy to have an abrupt drop, and we can see that for low TH values, starting at around

75% down to 60%, the accuracy degrades a lot and the reduction in the number of ANDs

and LD doesn’t pay off with such low accuracy. Since it targets only PI nodes, this method

modifies a number of nodes much smaller than other methods for equal TH values.

By comparing the overfitted NN-100 and the NN-2, which is not overfitted, we

can clearly see that this method is not influenced by the NNs’ overfitting since the results

are almost the same. Finally, it can be seen a sound reduction in the number of ANDs

and LD without any evident accuracy loss at least on TH values from around 80% up to

100%. The RDF model was barely reduced by the OPI method, Figure 4.1c demonstrates

that since the LD and AND nodes curves have a small decline with higher TH values,

but don’t seem to reduce when using lower TH values. This indicates that removable

nodes would be located further away from PI nodes. The next methods to be presented

can reach those further away nodes, as it will be seen more significant reductions with the
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RDF model.

Figures 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c presents the positions in which nodes are begin re-

moved from the AIGs. The curves presented for NN-2 and NN-100 had to be drawn as

trendlines with a moving average calculation, the actual brute values are unable to be ana-

lyzed, because neighboring LDs have distant values and the drawing of the lines results in

overlapping with one another. The graphs’ horizontal axes refer to the AIG’s LDs and the

vertical axes the number of nodes present in each LD. The topmost curve in each graph

refers to the original model in AIG format, synthesized after training, and the following

downward lines are for the TH values used to simplify the AIGs. In each graph’s leg-

end, it is shown the corresponding TH and the accuracy achieved after simplification for

such TH. The overlapping occurring on the lines is because the THs used to result in LDs

with the same number of nodes as the original values, meaning that such LDs suffered

no reduction. We can clearly see that for all the three simplified models, no matter the

TH used, the OPI method was only able to remove nodes nearby the AIG’s PIs. Notice

that the two NNs had nodes removed only at its first fully connected layer, meaning that

no propagated constant was able to reach after the NN’s first layer. We may also notice a

similar but still different behavior for the overfitted and non-overfitted NNs. While for the

RDF model, the lines shown are not trendlines, since there was no need to. The RDF had

only a subtle change by the OPI method, meaning that the constants propagation reach is

limited for the RDF model, only nodes in its very first depths were possibly removed by

this method.
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy, logic depth and number of AND nodes for the OPI method with
fixed THs.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author.
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Figure 4.2: Number of AND nodes in each LD with different TH values for the OPI
method.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author.
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4.1.1 100% Threshold

Table 4.1 presents the AIGs that were reduced in LD and number of ANDs from

their original values with a TH of 100% to select PI nodes to be turned into constants.

When we use a TH of 100%, we are selecting the PI nodes that were never set to 1 with

the training set simulation. When we take into consideration a TH 100%, it is the safest

approach to reduce the AIG. Obviously, these instances had their training accuracy intact,

while we can even see an insignificant increase in their test accuracy, as shown in Table

4.1. In other words, with a TH of 100%, this method was able to make the AIGs slightly

less complex with absolutely no adverse cost in accuracy.

Table 4.1: Simplification measurements with 100% TH for the OPI method.
NN-2 NN-100 RDF

Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

100% TH
Acc.(%) 97.48 97.7 78.73

Only
PIs

LD (%) 96.2 96.5 100.0
ANDs (%) 95.5 96.2 97.5

Source: The Author.

4.1.2 1% Accuracy Loss

Interpolations were applied to estimate the LD and number of ANDs when test

accuracy dropped by 1% in each AIG. The interpolation calculation was explained in

Section 3.4.1. Then, for an accuracy loss of 1%, we present Table 4.2, it shows the values

achieved of size and LD when the three models reach exactly 1% accuracy in the test set.

Clearly, the RDF design was significantly less altered by this method. This is because the

RDF unnecessary nodes are closer to its PO nodes, and the constant propagation might

not reach them, this behavior can be clearly seen by comparing the graphs in Figure 4.1.

In Figure 4.1c specifically, we can see that even removing only a few nodes with a TH

as low as 80% down to 60%, the accuracy was already able to go degrade considerably.

This shows that unnecessary nodes in the RDF model should be further away from lower

LDs. On the other hand, the NNs had a great reduction in their size and depth, with a loss

in test accuracy of only 1%. Notice that for the three AIGs, we are setting constants only

on some of their PIs, and we are still able to remove about a million of internal nodes in
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the NNs by propagating the constants.

Table 4.2: Simplification measurements at 1% accuracy loss for the OPI method.
NN-2 NN-100 RDF

Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

1% Loss
Acc.(%) 96.41 96.7 77.72

Only
PIs

LD (%) 73.0 70.6 99.1
ANDs (%) 68.9 66.8 95.6

Source: The Author.

4.2 All Nodes

With this method not only PI nodes may be targeted to become constants but also

any internal AND nodes. Also, the TH value is the same for all nodes each time the AIG

is simplified. The results for this method are presented in Figures 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c, the

circuits follow the same order as the method presented previously.

It can be noticed that this method is influenced by the NN’s overfitting, unlike

the previously presented method, the difference can be seen due to faster degradation of

the overfitted model when comparing the accuracy drop in Figure 4.3a with the accuracy

drop in Figure 4.3b. This happens because as the NN is overfitted, it is more sensitive to

modifications since it is too closely fit the training set. An overfitted NN is expected to be

missing input samples if it is even slightly modified because it ends up memorizing the

training set instead of learning its behavior.

Overall this method can remove a noticeable portion of the AIG by analyzing the

node’s probabilities from the training set. Although, the TH values have to be precise to

not degrade the accuracy too much. Notice that the accuracy stays high only for the TH

values above 99% for the NNs. Interestingly the RDF model had close to half of its AND

nodes removed already with a TH of 100%, and it removes even more with close TH

values, this means that the RDF model had a lot of nodes with high probability values and

the simplification method chose them to be removed already with high TH values. Also,

the previous method was barely able to remove nodes from the RDF model, meaning

that removable nodes are located further away from initial logic depths, since the present

method may target them as constants.
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy, logic depth and number of AND nodes for the AN method with
fixed THs.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author.
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4.2.1 100% Threshold

As was stated for the previous method, this one may also turn into constants all

the nodes that had the same value for all images in the training set. This set of nodes is

represented by the simplification under the TH of 100%, such simplification leaves the

training set accuracy unaffected, and it rendered the reduction values presented in Table

4.3, percentages are given based on original values. This method has a considerably larger

reduction without any cost in accuracy due to the TH value of 100% when compared to

the previous method since it is considering all the nodes instead of only the PIs. As for

the modification in test accuracy achieved with the TH that assures the safest removal of

nodes, there was a noticeable improvement for the RDF model accuracy. It is hard to give

an exact explanation as to how this happens, although it may probably have to do with the

model’s structure definition, before its conversion to a boolean representation.

Table 4.3: Simplification measurements with 100% threshold probability value for the
AN method.

NN-2 NN-100 RDF
Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

100% TH
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.45 81.66

All
Nodes

LD (%) 93.5 95.1 76.1
ANDs (%) 78.2 81.6 47.9

Source: The Author.

4.2.2 1% Accuracy Loss

The interpolation to estimate the reduction in LD and number of ANDs when the

accuracy degrades by 1% for the AN method is presented at Table 4.4. For comparison, it

also presents the results for the interpolation with the previous method. By comparing the

AN and OPI methods on the overfitted model NN-100, we may notice that the previous

method removed more nodes and depths until reaching 1% less accuracy. Also, comparing

NN-2 and NN-100 on the AN method, there is a considerable difference in reductions.

The overfitted model is sensitive to modifications, when targeting the whole AIG to be

modified. For the RDF model, the AN method was able to reduce a lot of its size with the

cost of losing only 1% accuracy.
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Comparing the 1% loss in accuracy mark from the previous method, NN-2 and

NN-100 presented better results overall, with a higher reduction for the LD values. Even

by targeting only PI nodes, the OPI method was able to remove considerably more nodes

and depth before reaching the 1% mark for the overfitted model. At the same time, for

the NN-2, it had an even reduction in ANDs but considerably more reduction in LD. This

shows that better choosing which nodes to remove is crucial to achieving better results.

One might guess that the present method would always be the best when compared to the

previous one since it targets more nodes, but the results presented in the 1% mark proves

that this is not true and targeting fewer nodes with more precision is better than targeting

more nodes without as much mindfulness.

Table 4.4: Simplification measurements at 1% accuracy loss for the OPI and AN methods.
NN-2 NN-100 RDF

Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

1% Loss
Acc.(%) 96.41 96.7 77.72

Only
PIs

LD (%) 73.0 70.6 99.1
ANDs (%) 68.9 66.8 95.6

All
Nodes

LD (%) 85.6 96.5 61.5
ANDs (%) 68.5 86.8 19.2

Source: The Author.

4.3 Functional Based - Logic Depth

The results for the FB-LD method are presented in Figures 4.4a, 4.4b and 4.4c.

The THs given to nodes by the FB-LD method are variable and based on the node’s

LD. For the results with this method, the TH values in the horizontal axis are a minimal

value meaning that for such simplification, the AIG nodes received THs ranging from

the minimal value up to 100%. Longer depths mean higher THs, and shorter depths

mean lower THs. You will see three curves for each AIG; these curves are related to the

distributions presented in Figure 3.8 with each color related to each different distribution.

They are used to set different TH values for this method and analyze the different behavior

for each. At first glance, one would say that the green curves are always the best ones

since they preserve the accuracy, although that might not be true every time since the

other distributions have a quicker drop in accuracy, they remove more nodes than the

green one. A trade-off in accuracy loss and reduction must be evaluated.
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Figure 4.4: Accuracy, logic depth and number of AND nodes for the FB-LD method with
minimal THs.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author.
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4.3.1 1% Accuracy Loss

The overfitted NN had a quicker degradation on the accuracy, like in the previous

method, this is true for each of the different distributions. The overall behavior is similar

to the previous method with fixed THs, although, for this method, we get more reduction

in the AIG’s size and depth with better accuracy preservation. To show that this is true,

Table 4.5 is presented. From Table 4.5, we can see the reduction for each of the AIGs

for each distribution with the FB-LD method when its accuracy reached 1% less than

the original value. The results from the previous method are also shown for comparison.

Notice that the accuracy for both methods is the same, but all the three variations of

the FB-LD method presented a better reduction concerning the removal of AND nodes

from all models. Although, this is not true only for the overfitted model where the OPI

method still presents a better performance for depth and size reduction among all methods

presented so far. The OPI method actually showed a better performance when removing

depths from both NNs. Concerning the RDF model, a small improvement in size but

a deterioration in depths removed may be seen when comparing the FB-LD with AN.

The root distribution is the one with the most reduction achieved when reaching 1% less

accuracy.

Table 4.5: Simplification measurements at 1% accuracy loss for the OPI, AN and FB-LD
methods.

NN-2 NN-100 RDF
Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

1% Loss
Acc.(%) 96.41 96.7 77.72

Only
PIs

LD (%) 73.0 70.6 99.1
ANDs (%) 68.9 66.8 95.6

All
Nodes

LD (%) 85.6 96.5 61.5
ANDs (%) 68.5 86.8 19.2

Distribution Root Lin. Exp. Root Lin. Exp. Root Lin. Exp.
Logic
Depth

LD (%) 80.6 81.5 82.4 86.3 87.2 88.1 62.9 63.4 63.0
ANDs (%) 62.1 63.1 64.1 71.8 72.4 73.7 18.8 19.2 18.9

Source: The Author.
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4.4 Functional Based - Number of Nodes Per Depth

This method also sets variable THs on nodes, ranging from a minimum value

up to 100% among them. Although, this method sets the TH based on the number of

nodes concentrated on an LD. All the nodes on the same depth will all receive the same

TH value. Depths containing more nodes will receive higher THs, and depths containing

fewer nodes will receive lower THs. The depth with the most number of nodes will always

receive a TH of 100%, and the depth with the least concentration of nodes will receive

the minimal TH value, the intermediate depths among those two will receive THs based

on the distribution used, as of Figure 3.8.

Figures 4.5a, 4.5b and 4.5c presents the accuracy loss, the LD and ANDs reduction

for simplifications with this method. At first glance, one would say that for such a method,

the overfitted accuracy didn’t behave like the previous methods presented, at least for the

green curve, but don’t be mistaken, notice that the size and depth also have a slower

reduction. With the metrics and measurements to be presented next, it is shown that the

present method also behaves like the previous ones for the overfitted model, meaning that

NN-100 accuracy still is more sensitive to modifications in its structure.
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Figure 4.5: Accuracy, logic depth and number of AND nodes for the FB-NPD method
with minimal THs.

(a) NN-2.

(b) NN-100.

(c) RDF.

Source: The Author.
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4.4.1 1% Accuracy Loss

Table 4.6 presents the interpolation estimation for the present method, including

the previous ones for comparison. All methods present the same accuracy for each model,

which is a reduction of exactly 1% less from its original accuracy. With Table 4.6, we

show a comparison for all of the proposed methods based on a 1% accuracy loss marker.

The overfitted model (NN-100) actually responded better with the first and most simple

method of all, the OPI method, with a reduction in size and depth considerably lower

than the other models, losing only to the FB-NPD method by a small amount in size

reduction. The OPI method also had a better reduction than all the other methods for the

LD reduction with the non-overfitted model (NN-2). Aside from the first method, all the

other ones modify a lot of nodes from the AIG’s structure, since it may target all nodes.

In contrast, the first method is more subtle when making modifications; for this

reason, we would expect that the most simple of all methods would actually perform better

with an overfitted model. On the other hand, an overfitted NN usually is not what one

would be looking for when designing a NN because they tend to not be able to generalize

on unseen input data. Still, if an overfitted NN is available, the first method is the one to

go for, when attempting to make the NN less complex to be implemented as a chip.

Table 4.6: Simplification measurements at 1% accuracy loss for all methods.
NN-2 NN-100 RDF

Original
Acc.(%) 97.41 97.7 78.72

1% Loss
Acc.(%) 96.41 96.7 77.72

Only
PIs

LD(%) 73.0 70.6 99.1
AND(%) 68.9 66.8 95.6

All
Nodes

LD(%) 85.6 96.5 61.5
AND(%) 68.5 86.8 19.2

Distribution Root Lin. Exp. Root Lin. Exp. Root Lin. Exp.
Logic
Depth

LD(%) 80.6 81.5 82.4 86.3 87.2 88.1 62.9 63.4 63.0
AND(%) 62.1 63.1 64.1 71.8 72.4 73.7 18.8 19.2 18.9

Nodes P.
Depth

LD(%) 77.9 80.2 82.3 79.8 85.4 87.9 63.2 60.9 61.1
AND(%) 59.1 61.1 64.0 66.0 71.1 73.3 18.7 16.7 18.3

Source: The Author.

Aside from the overfitted NN, the other two models (NN-2 and RDF) had better

results with the method based on the number of nodes in each LD (FB-NPD). Even with

the same accuracy value, this method was able to reduce the size of the non-overfitted NN
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and the RDF model reasonably more than the other proposed methods. By comparing

the present method with the OPI method, we went from a reduction in the size of 68.9%

to 59.1% from the original size for the NN-2 just by choosing better candidate nodes to

become constants based on the NN structure. We had a reduction in the size of 40% for

both NNs and a reduction of 83.3% for the RDF model by conceding only 1% of accuracy.

In the current Subsection, we presented an analysis of the behavior of the proposed

methods regarding a common ground among them. This common ground being the 100%

TH usage, which concerns the actual constants determined by the probability calculation,

and the 1% accuracy loss marker, being an estimation calculated on interpolations for

the resulting experiments. We also presented each method’s behavior individually and

for the TH values used for the experiments. With that, we were able to determine that the

definition of the best method is dependent on what the reduction objective is, for example,

the OPI method performing better for LD reduction and the FB-NPD method performing

better for a reduction in the number of AND nodes. In summary, we gradually presented

the methods individually and used metrics that they have in common for comparison. On

the other hand, in the next subsection, we shall demonstrate a general view of the methods

to compare and investigate their behaviors with the models.

4.5 General Comparison of the Proposed Methods

Instead of presenting each method one by one as the previous subsection, we may

also present the experimental data for all methods in a single graph. Figures 4.6, 4.7 and

4.8 presents the test accuracy values (horizontal axis) with respect to LDs and number

of ANDs (vertical axis) achieved after simplifications, values are shown as percentage

values from the original AIG prior to simplification. These graphs reinforce the assertion

of the best method for each objective, as in the metrics used in the previous subsection,

but also shows the overall behavior of the methods based on different TH values used on

experiments. For these graphs, the TH values are not shown. Notice that we have the

accuracy values in the horizontal axes, and the data points don’t align with one another,

but still, the overall behavior of each method can be seen with the lines drawn, exposing

the simplification behavior of the proposed methods. We have the OPI method in yellow,

the AN method in light blue, the FB-LD method with its three distributions in color tones

of purple, and the FB-NPD in color tones of green, the Root distribution, which is usually

the best one is put as a darker tone.
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We would be interested in the lines that were able to achieve lower values of

LD and number of ANDs, in other words, the best results are the ones that go as low

as possible while remaining to the right. The test accuracy values achieved go no further

than 95% since we would be looking for a simplification that doesn’t degrade the accuracy

too much. The original accuracy values for the models may be seen on top of each graph,

closer to the right side. The test accuracy for the original models is 97.41% for NN-2,

97.7% for NN-100, and 78.72% for RDF. In some situations, the accuracy was improved

after simplification, and this happens by chance simply. The increase in the test accuracy

is clearly more evident with the RDF (Figure 4.8).

If we analyze the graphs NN-2 and NN-100, we may notice that the darker tones

for the functional-based methods tend to be lower than their counterpart distributions in

lighter color tones. This means that the root distribution is, most of the time, the best one

to go for. It is the most conservative one when setting TH values since it will always give

higher TH values for the nodes than its counterpart distributions the linear and exponential

distributions.

Figure 4.6: Simplification measurements with all methods for the NN-2.

Source: The Author.
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Figure 4.7: Simplification metrics with all methods for the NN-100.

Source: The Author.

Concerning the reduction in LD for the AIGs, remember that the LD of an AIG is

defined by the longest path going from any PI to any PO. Then, if during simplification,

we remove a node that is a member of such path, automatically, the AIG’s LD will be

reduced by one. One situation that frequently happens during the usage of the OPI method

is the removal of all nodes in a depth, this can be seen on Figures 4.2a and 4.2b where

the lines reach the bottom of the graph, meaning that no nodes were remaining for such

depth. With the removal of a whole logic depth, we would not only reduce the size of the

longest path but all the paths present in the AIG. As for the reduction in AND nodes in the

circuit, it is a straight forward process, where a node is removed, and its size is reduced.

The OPI method is, most of the time, the best one to remove LDs from the AIGs,

at least for NN-2 and NN-100. On the other hand, it is the worst for removing nodes from

the non-overfitted model NN-2. We can also see a consistent superiority with the OPI

method when reducing NN-100 for both metrics. The worst method in bot NN models

was by far the AN one, that targets all nodes of the AIG at the same time, with a fixed TH.

We can also see a general improvement with both functional based methods concerning

the AN method. For both NNs we have the following order going top to bottom on the

graphs: first, the light blue lines (AN), followed by the purple lines (FB-LD) and at last

the green lines (FB-NPD) for both LD and ANDs reduction, with the OPI method varying

in between them. In general, the FB-NPD with the root distribution demonstrated a better

performance than the other methods, being closer to the bottom than the others, most of

the time, resulting in a more significant reduction in LD and AND nodes with similar

accuracy values than other methods.
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Figure 4.8: Simplification measurements with all methods for the RDF.

Source: The Author.

Concerning the RDF model, we have the graph presented in Figure 4.8, the accu-

racy shown for the reduction experiments go as far as 70%, with an original accuracy of

78.72%. The RDF model presented an at least interesting behavior when under simplifi-

cation with the proposed methods. The OPI method wasn’t able to present considerable

reductions in LD and AND nodes. Although, the other methods were able to present

a significant improvement in the model’s accuracy, with an improvement of about 10%

from its original accuracy. This improvement in accuracy reflects imperfections on the

model’s synthesizing process, meaning that there are a lot of present AND nodes that are

disturbing the model’s inference capability. Without saying that, we were able to reduce

the AIG’s size by less than 10% of its original size and still preserve its accuracy with

values close to the original one, an enormous reduction. This reflects that an RDF model

is suitable for simplifications under approximate computing.

When comparing the methods under the RDF model, the difference presented

among them isn’t as expressive as in the NN models. Although, in the previous subsection

we saw that we have subtle differences among them, and the FB-NPD method performed

better than others when reducing both metrics, at least when we settle an accuracy loss of

1%.

4.5.1 Trade-off Among Methods

So far, we considered our analyzes on the behavior of the proposed methods dis-

tinctly for the LD and the number of ANDs the AIG presented with relation to accuracy
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values achieved after the process of simplification. Though, for the current subsection,

we shall consider analyzes for the FoM metric explained in Subsection 3.4.2. The FoM

metric gives us the ability to find the data point from experiments realized that presents

the best trade-off for accuracy loss in contrast to the reductions achieved in size and depth.

In other words, we will be analyzing the reductions achieved in the number of ANDs and

LD jointly, in the sense of a mixed objective, for example, as if we wished to reduce both

area and delay of a circuit at the same time.

The FoM values are calculated with Equation 3.3 previously presented. Such an

equation gives a doubled weight for the accuracy; this way, the accuracy metric weights

the same as both the LD and ANDs removed. We are also looking for the lowest value as

possible, since we wish to reduce the error, altogether with the LD and number of ANDs

in the AIG. Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 presents the lowest values achieved for the FoMs cal-

culated for NN-2, NN-100 and the RDF respectively. The best method, as indicated by

the FoM values, is given by the lowest value calculated for each method. In the presented

tables, we are showing only the lowest FoM value for each method, while we omit the

other values since we are interested in finding which method is the best one in each situ-

ation model. For each FoM value, we also present the logic depth, the number of ANDs,

the accuracy values achieved after simplification, and also the TH value used to achieve

that values. Notice that the best trade-offs occur with relatively high probability THs,

usually around 99%.

Table 4.7: Simplification measurements for the lowest FoM achieved in each method with
NN-2.

OPI AN
LD

Root
LD
Lin.

LD
Exp.

NPD
Root

NPD
Lin.

NPD
Exp.

LD(%) 75.69 88.57 84.89 83.81 87.83 82.06 84.60 85.36
AND(%) 71.81 72.44 66.85 66.37 71.87 63.33 67.61 69.34
ACC(%) 96.99 97.37 97.45 97.40 97.46 97.52 97.46 97.37
Lowest
FoM

(10−4)
5.00 4.44 3.76 3.76 4.03 3.28 3.69 4.04

TH(%) 95.00 99.99 99.91 99.90 99.98 99.70 99.90 99.94
Source: The Author.

The method that responded the best for NN-2 was the method FB-NPD with the

root distribution, as it is presented by Table 4.7. As in the previous subsection, this method

presented itself as the best one to reduce the non-overfitted NN represented in AIG. We

were able to maintain the test accuracy intact (with a minor increase) while reducing
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its size to 63.33% and depth to 82.06%, definitively an excellent reduction result. Even

though the OPI method is the best one to reduce an AIG’s LD, as was demonstrated in the

previous subsection, the OPI method presented the worst trade-off when considering the

three metrics: accuracy, size, and depth altogether, with the highest FoM value.

Table 4.8: Simplification measurements for the lowest FoM achieved in each method with
NN-100.

OPI AN
LD

Root
LD
Lin.

LD
Exp.

NPD
Root

NPD
Lin.

NPD
Exp.

LD 75.09 95.14 88.70 90.07 91.32 84.34 87.29 92.10
ANDs 72.23 81.59 74.25 75.99 77.45 69.60 73.45 79.13
ACC 97.71 97.45 97.55 97.49 97.43 97.50 97.42 97.42

Lowest
FoM

(10−4)
2.84 5.05 3.99 4.31 4.66 3.76 4.27 4.80

TH 95.00 100 99.96 99.98 99.99 99.70 99.90 99.99
Source: The Author.

Considering the overfitted NN-100, its lowest FoM data points information is pre-

sented in Table 4.8. The OPI method is by far the best one to reduce the overfitted model,

with an FoM value considerably lower than all other methods, keeping its accuracy intact,

while reducing the AIG’s LD to 75.09% and number of ANDs to 72.23%, a pretty decent

reduction, considering no accuracy was lost. This is expected since the overfitted model

is the most sensible one to modifications, and the OPI method applies modifications only

at the NN’s first layer. The FB-NPD with the root distribution also has a noticeably low

FoM value, with an at least acceptable result. Obviously, AN presented itself as the worst

method when considering all metrics at the same time, since it modifies the AIG without

much mindfulness.

Table 4.9: Simplification measurements for the lowest FoM achieved in each method with
RDF.

OPI AN
LD

Root
LD
Lin.

LD
Exp.

NPD
Root

NPD
Lin.

NPD
Exp.

LD 100 52.52 53.32 52.52 52.52 62.07 54.38 53.05
ANDs 97.56 7.21 7.58 7.58 7.58 11.07 11.07 11.07
ACC 78.73 68.12 70.40 68.56 68.18 76.91 73.04 70.51

Lowest
FoM

(10−4)
441.4 38.47 39.63 39.30 38.57 57.09 43.74 37.72

TH 100 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00 96.00 96.00 96.00
Source: The Author.

In Table 4.9 it is presented the lowest FoM values achieved for each method with
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the RDF model. This model presented higher FoM values than the NNs overall because

its accuracy is lower even for its original value of 78.72%. The OPI method had a hard

time reducing the RDF model and presented a considerably high value for the trade-off

calculated with the FoM metric, barely reducing the size of the AIG and unable to reduce

its depth. But even in the worst method, it was able to remove some nodes and not

degrade the model’s accuracy. The method that presented the best trade-off in reductions

versus accuracy loss for the RDF model was the FB-NPD method with the exponential

distribution, which was able to maintain only 11% of the AIG nodes, a reduction in LD

cut in half and still hold on to an accuracy of 70.5%. This restates the susceptibility that

an RDF model has to be reduced with the usage of approximate computing.
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5 CONCLUSION

This dissertation addressed a range of issues concerning the implementation of

hardware to process neural networks, also known as neuromorphic hardware. The dif-

ficulty for implementing neuromorphic hardware is a known issue by the community,

mainly due to scalability, power consumption, and processing capacity required by neural

networks to train and infer on input data. Nonetheless, neural networks have shown out-

standing inference performance, for example, classifying input data, realizing predictions,

and decision making. These capabilities brought by such artificially intelligent electronic

sources should be exploited to its fullest, always attempting to achieve its fullest poten-

tial. Proposing solutions to make it easier for integrated circuits designers to implement

intelligent devices is crucial for the healthier development of such technology. With the

reductions proposed by us, the circuit’s final area will be reduced due to less AND nodes

present on its boolean representation and reduce its delay due to shorter logic depth. In

the previous chapter, a discussion was made attempting to compare the results obtained

and demonstrate which method should be used, depending on the desired objective, or

even which method presented a better trade-off.

5.1 Contributions Summary

The contributions for the work presented herein are focused on the boolean rep-

resentation of neural networks, aimed at the logic synthesis stage of the design flow of

integrated circuits. More specifically, we proposed four different approaches to determine

nodes to be removed in an AND-inverter graph with the usage of signal probability and

approximate computing paradigm employing constant signal propagation.

Our contributions include the probability calculation of signal probabilities of

nodes in an AIG representation for a neural network. The probability calculation is based

on the NN’s training set, which gives a sizeable representation of the circuit’s input behav-

ior. Such a probability calculation process is not provided by current EDA tools, which

make use of conventional heuristics for signal probability definition.

By comparing the proposed approaches, we may conclude that it is critical to

perform a meticulous selection of nodes to be removed from the NN represented as an

AIG. We have shown that superior accuracy preservation and even further reductions may

be achieved with such a line of thought. Another critical remark to be mentioned is the
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fact that the simplest of all methods can remove more logic depths than other methods,

although not reducing the AIG as much in size.

The Functional Based on Nodes per Depth method was consistently pointed out as

the best option to reduce the nodes in the AIGs with a controlled loss in accuracy. They are

proving that a proper selection of nodes based on the structure of the model may achieve

further improvements to the reductions performed. In other words, we may achieve vast

reductions in the size and depth of the AIG representation of a machine learning model

based on approximate computing without any considerable loss in accuracy if appropri-

ately done since the results shown by the AN method, for example, are considerably less

attractable.

5.2 Future Work

Researching improvements in the implementation of neuromorphic hardware shouldn’t

stop. Neural networks are consistently improving, and the hardware to supplement them

should attempt to keep track of such development. That being said, we present some

recommended directions to research on the follow up of the present work:

• For the FB-LD method, instead of using the nodes’ LD to set the TH, use the short-

est distance from a node to any PO. This way is avoiding to set low THs on nodes

close to a PO.

• Implement another method to set THs based on the NN layers. This method would

have to find which AIG nodes belong to which layer and set THs based on that,

maybe iteratively simplify the AIG layer by layer. The OPI method, for example,

occasionally ends up only removing nodes from the first NN layer.

• Apply NNs optimizations, such as pruning and quantization techniques, to eval-

uate how susceptible the AIG would be to reductions after going through severer

optimization during learning stages.

• Further optimizations and even new ways to implement neuromorphic hardware

should be pursued and are always welcome.
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APPENDIX A — PROGRAMMING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

In this Appendix, the programming tools and techniques used to implement the

software behind this project are presented. At first, the programming tools used are

shown:

• The software that implements the procedures presented in this work was developed

with the C++ programming language, with the usage of features from the 2011

version update (also known as C++11). The objected oriented paradigm was used,

where classes were implemented following the AIGER format (BIERE, 2007). The

AIG is implemented as a graph, where its object attributes are multiple lists com-

posed of node objects, there is one list for each class that inherits from the node

class, which are: PIs, POs and ANDs. Pointers are used to make connections from

node to node. These pointers are the representation of the graph’s edges. The node

class has a pair of pointer attributes. Each one is a pointer to its two fanins. The

node’s fanouts are stored as a list of fanout pointers, the node’s fanouts informa-

tion may be disregarded in some situations, saving processing time and space if not

stored. Even though latches are present in the AIGER format, they were omitted in

the implementation, since we worked with combinational circuits only.

• The project’s software development was written with the assistance of the NetBeans

software, which is an integrated development environment. Its a helpful program-

ming tool for developers, it has integration not only with the C++ language but also

with cmake and git, that were used during the project software development.

• The git system was used, which is a free and open-source distributed version control

system. Specifically, GitHub was used, which is a web-based version control that

offers a free database to remotely store and administrate projects’ source codes

using the git system. The usage of such version control software was crucial for this

work. Since the AIGs used are extremely large, they require a powerful computer

to process them. For this reason, the code was developed in the personal computers

available by the author, which are not computationally powerful enough. While

the software execution was realized remotely in the computer server offered by the

university’s laboratory. The server was the only one among the available computers

that can handle the large AIGs used on this project. The software source code is

publicly available at (BERNDT, 2020).

• Cmake is a cross-platform tool for managing the build process of C++ coding by
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using a compiler-independent method, and it was used during this project’s devel-

opment. It is a useful tool when developing large projects that integrate different

sets of tools, sometimes even tools from different programming languages. It can

relieve some work from developers when making use of distinct tools.

• The Alice tool was integrated into this project and is one of a handful sum of appli-

cation programming interface directed to EDA tool development, provided by the

EPFL logic synthesis libraries. Such libraries have diversified libraries for EDA

developers, such as exact synthesis library, quantum circuit synthesis library, and

among others. For the present project, we made use of Alice, which is a command

shell library, it is a handful tool to give a better organization for the code and even

to make a standardization of the program functionalities, allowing for a cleaner and

easier implementation of the shell calling of the implemented program functions.

(EPFL, 2020)

We also present a few programming techniques learned and used along with the

software project development:

• To store the polarity of each AND node in the AIG, a programming trick was used.

This trick consists of saving each node’s polarity information in the least signifi-

cant bit of each node’s input pointer. Each node has two inputs fanins, which may

be direct or negated, where a pointer is used to indicate them, and the first bit of

such pointer is used to store the polarity information. This is done based on the

assumption that every memory address is an even number, meaning that the last bit

will always be zero when storing the pointer address. This is almost always true,

but may not be accurate in some computer architectures and should be used with

mindfulness.

• A parallelism paradigm was used to apply the dataset images through the AIGs. In

the data structure implemented a long long int was used to store the signal informa-

tion in each node, this data type has a 64-bit length. This allows for the processing

of 64 images at the same time for each of the program’s iterations, meaning that

each bit stores the signal passing through the node for each of the 64 images. With

that, the implemented program went from months to hours of processing time to

execute all images along one of the AIGs, where the first version used a boolean

type for the signal information and processed one image at a time.
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